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n Practitioner Course Schedule – EFT Level 2

This course is designed for serious students/practitioners who want to use EFT to resolve
deep-seated issues either for themselves or with clients on a professional basis. 

in order to become a practitioner, in addition to successfully completing the Level 2
workshops you will be required to provide three case studies and the multiple choice
competency test.

Below is a guide to the sequence of the training sessions. The flow over the two days may be
adjusted according to the participants and their needs. 

SESSion 1

Delivering EFT in groups

l group tapping with you as a leader. Everyone picks their own issue and you lead the
tapping with generalized statements that apply to most people.

l Borrowing Benefits. group tapping on fears and borrowing benefits

l Recap of EFT principles

l The economics of group tapping for all concerned

l TREE analogy for tapping on phobias

SESSion 2

Ways to inject gentleness into the procedure

l Building rapport and trust

l Creating a safe space

l Recap of the Movie Technique

l Recap of the Telling The Story Technique

l The Tearless Trauma Technique

l Sneaking up on the problem

l Continuous tapping

l Tapping on the client

l Knowing when to refer the client

SESSion 3

Ways of finding core issues and testing results

l getting yourself out of the way – leader versus follower exercise

l Ways of discovering the core issue 

l The importance of testing for remaining aspects when you believe you have largely
collapsed the problem

l Testing by reenacting scenes 

l Testing by asking pointed questions designed to make the client’s emotional knees buckle

l if the client reports being at a zero, asking them to vividly imagine the event and exaggerate
the sights, sounds and feelings and thus literally try to become upset over the event. This
may bring up unresolved aspects
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SESSion 4

Additional tapping point and surrogate tapping

l Wrist, Top of Head, Ankle points

l Level 3 listening

l Muscle testing

l Working with animals

l Working with children

l Surrogate tapping 

SESSion 5

Principles of The Palace of Possibilities

l The writing on our walls

l Affirmations proceed best when tail enders have been collapsed

l Using the tail enders that occur after saying affirmations

l The ‘Yes i can and no i can’t’ method

l Uncovering conflicts

l The choices method and opening up possibilities

l Self-care and daily tapping

SESSion 6

Working with trauma

l Recap of principles – Movie Technique and Tearless Trauma

l Keyword ‘Daffodil’ approach

l Sexual abuse

l Using boxes, cans and DvDs to break down the problem/event

l Memory retrieval

l When and whether to bring in forgiveness 

SESSion 7

Uncovering core issues with addictions, allergies and pain

l How to start with a client – what can you say?

l Allergies and not feeling safe – the body reacting against itself – internal screaming – need
for attention and need to feel safe

l Addictions – anxiety, low self-esteem and feeling unloved 

l Tapping on physical pain or on the underlying emotional issue 

SESSion 8

Working by telephone and pulling it all together

l Advantages to client and practitioner

l Demonstration 

l insurance requirements as a Practitioner

l next steps: case studies, teleclasses, phone support, multiple choice, feedback

l introducing Level 3 
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n The Evolution of the EFT System

The Emotional Freedom Techniques were developed at a time when they could be instantly
transmitted around the world via the internet, which was used extensively for their rapid
dissemination.  

in addition, the internet enabled extensive and often ‘real time’ discussion by practitioners and
users of the techniques. This added immense value to the techniques by allowing
modifications to be proposed and tested, and has ultimately enhanced the techniques and
their efficacy and led to a rapid and exciting change in the detail of the methods used by
practitioners across the world.

in this workshop we introduce and present the modifications that have been widely accepted
as having merit. The basic system is still satisfactory in the vast majority of cases, but the
improvements presented at this workshop may prove useful in difficult cases. They are set out
here so that energy practitioners can try them themselves and enhance their knowledge, skills
and results.

n Different Approaches  with EFT

Basically, these approaches were developed by gary Craig as he developed EFT, and he has
given them freely to practitioners who wish to benefit by them. However, gary is a master of
intuitive therapy and has never needed to codify his approaches as individual subsets of EFT.
He simply does as his intuition suggests. Most EFT practitioners eventually move to this
intuitive approach, but until their intuition is developed (and they learn to trust it) some
guidance is required. The approaches introduced in this chapter result from the work of a
number of practitioners but are all developed from gary’s work. We must thank these
practitioners for translating gary’s intuitive therapy sessions into a series of approaches that
can be taught as individual models until the practitioner gains the confidence to merge them
all into one resource from which the approach required for any particular case can be drawn.

The Direct Approach
When the client is critically aware of the problem and is holding it firmly at the front of their
mind there may be no need to even create a Setup Statement. An obvious example of this is a
client with a splitting headache. if the headache is so strong and overpowering that it blanks
out all other thought, no setup is needed and the practitioner can get straight on with the
tapping. This does not mean that the rubbing of the sore spot is not needed (the client may
well be reversed) but that it can be rubbed without voicing a Setup Statement. Similarly
Reminder Phrases will not be necessary.

This approach may be used for many cases of pain. The practitioner must be sure that a
particular pain is identified. in addition the practitioner must always be on the lookout for
cases where physical pain may have an emotional root.

The direct approach can also be used if the actual source of the problem can be physically
presented in the consulting room. The source of the phobia (for instance knives) or the item
on which cravings are based (such as cigarettes) can be presented to the client during the
therapy. However, when the client has a deep phobia this should not be attempted, as
although some emotional charge about the issue is necessary, the practitioner’s aim should
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not be to cause emotional distress. in phobia cases it may be possible to produce a significant
emotional charge without too much pain by exposing the client to the cause of the phobic
reaction in some reduced form, such as a photograph of the object or by separating the
object from the client by distance or some suitable barrier. This can be a very effective
approach, because as the SUDS (subjective units of distress scale) level is reduced by the
tapping the separation from the object can be progressively reduced to increase the SUDS
again for further treatment. Eventually the client can be fully exposed to the problem object
without distress.

Tell the Story
The Tell the Story approach is used in cases where a past event is driving the problem. The
client is encouraged to narrate the story of the incident, perhaps seeing it in their head as a
film, concentrating on each part as it is told. The practitioner should be alert for signs of stress
and the build-up of an emotional charge as the story progresses, and at the first sign of
distress the client is stopped and asked to estimate a SUDS value for the particular part of the
incident that caused the emotional build up. The storytelling is then stopped and the emotion
tapped away before continuing the story. Each time the emotional charge builds, the relevant
emotion is tapped away until the whole story can be told without upset.

When the client has completed the whole story, tapping where necessary, it is worth returning
to the start of the story and retelling it, concentrating on the parts that could be expected to
cause distress and discussing them in vivid detail, tapping away any residual emotion found. 

The Movie Technique
The movie technique is used to identify key emotional parts of the event first and then tap on
them one by one. This is faster than telling the story.

The steps are:

1. name the movie and identify the intensity levels...tap

2. Have the movie on the screen, cover with curtains and remote control in hand

3. When intensity on movie name is manageable open curtains

4. Run the movie from start to finish and identify emotional peaks

5. Begin with the lowest peak

6. Tap the intensity down

7. Test and move to the next peak

8. Repeat till the movie has no charge

9. We test with MOviE technique by telling the story

The Tearless Trauma Technique
The tearless trauma technique is similar to the movie technique other than the emotional
intensity level is guessed. This technique is used when there is severe trauma and it is too
painful to even watch the movie. in this case the client is asked to imagine and guess the
incident and not to step into it or even view it. 

. 
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The Stepping Stone Approach
in some special cases the client’s problem may have been with them for so long that it has
become an integral part of their life and of the lives of those about them. if it were to be
removed it would cause considerable disruption and possibly further negative emotions,
which would be just as negative as those that had been removed. The very threat that the
problem may be removed may cause great fear in the mind of the client, and the extremely
swift removal of the problem offered by EFT can become a threat rather than a blessing.

in such cases we use the Stepping Stone approach. Rather than remove the problem at one
go, an agreement is made with the client that some small, almost irrelevant part of it is
removed. For instance, a chronic agoraphobic might use the Setup Statement:

‘Even though I cannot sit in the garden, I fully accept myself’,
with the reminder phrase ‘Sit in the garden’. 

The main problem of being outside and away from the safety of the home is ignored and the
first stepping stone has been reached when the client is able to sit in the garden. Once the
client is ready, a further small step can be taken to the next stepping stone. Eventually the
steps become larger and soon the whole problem is eliminated.

When using this approach the practitioner should be alert for other aspects appearing at each
step. All the aspects involved with the current stepping stone should be investigated and
cleared before the next step is taken. Somewhere along the way the real basis of the problem
may appear, which may be quite divorced from the nature of the problem originally
presented, and which can be dealt with using any approach that seems relevant.

Sneaking up on the Problem 
Sometimes a client has an issue that is so overwhelming that, to them, it is beyond help. it’s
the “Big One” they don't want to touch. it may be a major form of guilt they don't want to face
or a trauma they don't want to revisit. Whatever it is, they "don't want to go there" and often
won't even mention it to their practitioner for fear the practitioner will try to drag them
through it.

Often they learn to dull the pain or to ignore it. But the issues continues anyway under the
surface influencing their thoughts, their responses and their everyday lives. They would rather
retain their less-than-truly-functional lives than come face to face with this issue. 

Fortunately, we have a method with EFT whereby we can tiptoe up to the issue, circle around
it, take the edge off and gradually spiral in closer. All this with minimal pain. 

it starts with a very general approach. i suggest asking the client to say…

"The Big One" and then have them rank their 1-10 intensity regarding the mere mention of the
issue. They will probably give a high number. Ask them to also rank their 1-10 intensity
regarding any current physical symptoms (such as a pounding heart, sweating, constricted
throat, etc.) Then use EFT in a general way to help take the edge off.

"Even though I have discomfort about this issue…"

"Even though this thing seems too big for me…"

"Even though just thinking about it bothers me…"

"Even though my heart is pounding…"

"Even though (other physical symptoms)…"
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The details of the issue are ignored for now because the main purpose here is to minimise
pain by taking the edge off. We are purposely sneaking up on the problem with gentleness as
our goal. Do several rounds of EFT in this more general way until you see signs of relaxation. 

Then ask them to say again… "The Big One" and ask them to re-rank their 1-10 intensities on
this statement. Chances are their emotional responses will be lower and their 0-10 ranking of
the physical symptoms will likely be down as well. Keep repeating this procedure until it
seems appropriate to ask…"is there any part of this issue that you could talk about
comfortably?"

When they are able to discuss at least a part of the issue, you have opened the door. From
there, it is simply a matter of getting more and more detailed. Take some of the edge off, get
more detailed. Take some of the edge off, get more detailed. Take some of the edge off, get
more detailed.

The Non-Directive Approach
An approach applicable to those who feel that they have no particular problem is to tap for a
‘general problem’ using the Setup Statement: 

‘Even though, I fully and completely accept myself.’

Then the tapping is carried out without a reminder phrase. This can be a most informative
exercise, as the subconscious will soon and with great eagerness provide a problem to be
tapped on which the tapper had never even considered. We all have a host of minor emotions
and self-limiting beliefs which in themselves are not too bothersome, but which we would
nevertheless be better off without.

This approach is also useful at the other end of the scale of emotional stress. When faced with
overwhelming problems pressing in from all sides, it may be impossible for the practitioner to
isolate a particular key problem for the initial round of treatment. in such cases this non-
directive approach is also useful. Do a round of tapping without a specific target emotion and
allow the client’s subconscious mind to identify the key problem. After such a round or two
the various parts of the client’s problem may be easier to separate into discrete aspects, or
some fundamental causal problem may surface.

Picture Release
in some cases a picture may be used to represent the problem. The problem may be poorly
understood by the client but is known to well up when triggered by a particular picture or
situation. in such cases the picture or recall of the situation can be used in much the same way
as the object (knife, cigarette) in the Direct Approach discussed above. This enables the client
to focus on a poorly understood problem aspect. With this approach the practitioner may
often find that the client becomes able to formulate and express the problem at some stage in
the process and the approach can be changed to the basic formula, as it is now possible to
formulate an accurate and relevant Setup Statement.

The Keyword Approach
Some clients may bring a problem to the practitioner that for them is so devastating that they
cannot bring themselves to talk about it. in these cases it is very difficult to build up an
adequate and effective Setup Statement. Even if one could be found, it is more than likely that
the client would avoid facing the issue even when wording the statement. The Keyword
Approach is very useful for cases such as this. The client is asked to give a keyword that
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represents the problem in its entirety. The keyword could be anything that suits the client. it
need not be in any way representational of the problem – all that is necessary is that the client
agrees that the word, which may be quite neutral outside this context, represents the whole
problem. The problem need never be mentioned again, and the Setup Statement is made up
around the keyword rather than the problem. For instance, if the client is suffering trauma
following a brutal rape, the word ‘daffodil’ (which has no connection with or relevance to the
assault) could be chosen as the keyword and the Setup Statement would be:

‘Even though I have this daffodil problem, I fully and completely accept myself’,
with the reminder phrase, ‘This daffodil problem’.

Other than using a keyword, the formula is identical to that used in any other EFT session. The
SUDS level is reduced by tapping, and with it. Should any other aspects of the problem appear
during the session they can simply be given a new keyword and treated in the same way.

This approach is also useful where the client is genuinely unable to identify the problem but
simply reports a feeling of sadness, anger, fearfulness or whatever. The unknown problem is
given an identity in the form of an unrelated keyword and otherwise dealt with by the normal
tapping method.

The Private Approach
in some cases the client may be unable or unwilling to mention the problem. in these cases
the sequence can be carried out without naming it. The practitioner assumes that the client
knows what the problem is and that it is preying on his/her mind at the time of the session, so
uses a Setup Statement in the form of:

‘Even though I have this terrible problem, I completely accept myself’,
with the corresponding reminder phrase ‘This terrible problem’. 

The whole session, including SUDS rating and reduction, can be carried out without the
practitioner ever being aware of the nature of the problem. However, in many cases by the
end of the session the client will discover that the problem has assumed such tiny and
irrelevant proportions that it is easy to talk about. On the other hand, if the client wishes to
maintain silence on the matter that wish must be respected, and the practitioner may never
know what the problem was.

Memory Retrieval
EFT can be used very effectively to recover lost memories.

Memories can be lost for a number of reasons, ranging from simple forgetfulness to the
repression of undesirable memories. Tapping can be useful in both of these cases. Even when
it is used to recover a previously suppressed memory there is no danger, as the therapy is
immediately available to reduce any emotional charge raised by the recovery of the memory.
The client uses a Setup Statement such as:

‘Even though I cannot remember this……, I completely accept myself’,
with the reminder phrase ‘This lost memory’. 

The result is usually memory flashes, if not total recall. When memory flashes occur, even if
they are apparently unrelated to the lost memory, they are used in subsequent Setup
Statements as links until the whole memory is recovered. The practitioner monitors the client
for any increasing emotional charge generated by a recovered memory. Any increase is dealt
with by tapping to reduce the SUDS level in the usual way. This is done immediately any
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emotional charge builds up, even if the full memory has not been recovered. Once the charge
has been reduced, the remaining memory can be recovered by tapping as before.

Continuous Tapping
gary Craig has used this approach for many years, and there are many examples on his various
videos and DvDs. However, he only formalised it when he presented it in Flagstaff in 2002.

The essence of this approach is that the Setup Statement and Reminder Phrase are not used
specifically, with the client encouraged to tap through the routine (omitting the 9 gamut
Procedure) continuously while discussing all aspects of the problem. This is continued until
the problem holds no charge for the client.

in a variation of this approach the client may be encouraged to act out a difficult past or future
encounter or situation while continuously tapping. The client is free to move about during the
process and need not be restricted to sitting in a chair.

Clients Without Emotion
Some clients have protected themselves from their traumatic past that they show no
emotional charge when discussing incidents from their lives. They can report traumatic
events, but without emotion. Whatever they talk about, the SUDS level will be close to zero.
gary Craig has recently produced an EFT procedure that has proved useful when faced with
these ‘difficult’ clients. gary points out that EFT does not require an emotional charge: it still
does its job when the emotional intensity is zero, but it requires the client to tune into the
awareness of the incident.  

The client is asked: ‘What memory would you rather not have?’  

That memory is then isolated and tapped out. The tapping should be intense and full (follow
the basic recipe) and it should extend over the memory. The client may signal that enough has
been done simply by changing the subject.

At subsequent sessions, the client is asked again what memory they would most like to be
without. They can be expected to present a different one. What happened to the original one?
The therapy removed problems with it in spite of there being no emotional charge! Further
therapy can continue with different memories until the client begins to show a more normal
emotional response to the past, at which point the SUDS scale and more conventional EFT can
be introduced.

The Extended Story Approach
The Story Approach is a well-known and well-used method of applying EFT to the situation
where a past event is causing disruption in a client’s current situation. With the Extended story
approach instead of having the client narrate the story, pausing to have individual
emotionally charged parts relieved by tapping, the whole story is brought out while
combining use of continuous tapping, set up and reminder phrases. The client relates the
story while tapping and repeats it as both a setup statement and a reminder phrase.

With this approach, with permission of the client, the practitioner may tap on the client so that
the client can focus on the story.
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n Key concepts when using EFT at Practitioner level

Questions to uncover core issues
There is another important element of sophistication that we need to explore, namely the
discovery of core issues. Sometimes a client's presenting problem is nothing more than a
symptom of a core issue – a much deeper, more important underlying problem. Once the core
issue is discovered, it can usually be broken down into specific events and handled routinely.

Example of Extended Story Approach: Gary Craig tapping with a client with fear of
falling
gary: (tapping the Karate Chop point) ‘Even though i have this fear of falling, i deeply and completely accept myself.’

Client repeats three times.

gary: ‘Was there only one instance?’

Client: ‘Yes.’

gary: ‘Just one? OK. if it were a movie what would the title be? What would it be?’

Client: ‘Oh! “god, not in this life”.’

gary: ‘Was this something when you looked over a railing? Was that what it was? Was it something else?’

Client: ‘no. i fell – i “mmmmmmmm”’

gary: ‘OK, Even though i “mmmmmm”, i deeply and completely accept myself. And i accept anyone else who was
involved. Was somebody else involved?’

Client: ‘Mm – someone’ 

gary: ‘OK – i might even forgive them. Maybe! ....................’

Example of combining Private Approach with the Story Method
gary: (tapping the Karate Chop point) ‘Even though i feel tense about telling this story, i deeply and completely accept
myself.’

Client repeats.

gary: (doing the tapping sequence) ‘it was a terrible event. it’s history. i know that logically, but not emotionally. My body
is still carrying it around. My heart and my body still give me those messages. i deeply and completely accept myself.

Client repeats. gary: ‘Tension about telling this story – tension about just getting into it.’ Client repeats.

Example of Extended Set-up statement with a boy being bullied at school 

‘Even though i’m bullied by the big boys, and i’m too small to fight back, and the others will not help me, and even the
teachers can’t stop it, and even though those big boys, especially Tom, bully everyone and are very tough – everyone’s
afraid of them – i’m still an OK boy.’
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Finding the core issue is an art that requires experience to do it expertly. Fortunately there are
some commonsense questions that can help you get to core issues quickly. Here are some of
them:

l What does this issue remind you of?

l When was the first time you felt the same kind of feeling?

l if there was a deeper emotion underlying this problem, what might it be?

l if you could live your life over again, what person or event would you prefer to skip?

A common answer to these questions is ‘i don't know’. When you hear this, be persistent. You
can say, ‘Well, just guess for me’. Their guesses are usually right on target.

Asking the right questions at the right time is essential to zeroing in on the exact issue that
your client needs to work on during sessions. Listening deeply to the answers to these
questions separates good EFT practitioners from excellent, masterful ones. For instance,   

gary Craig asks ‘if there were an emotional contributor to this pain, what would it be?’ This
gives the clinician immediate access to troublesome memories, relationships, and time
periods in the client’s life that the client might not associate with their emotional conflicts or
physical ailments. if the client ‘doesn’t know’, gary asks them just to guess. 

Here are some more useful questions:

l How long have you suffered from this problem/conflict/ailment/disorder/concern?

l What was happening in your life before or at the time of diagnosis, or when you noticed the
problem arising? 

l Who else in your family, past or present, has suffered from this?

l What would you be focusing on if you didn’t spend time worrying about this issue?

l How would you be spending your time if you weren’t taking care of or managing this
problem?  

l How would you feel if you didn’t have this in your life?

l What’s the downside of getting rid of this problem? 

l What’s the upside of holding onto this problem? How does holding onto this problem help
you or give you something positive?

l What is YOUR theory about why you haven’t yet resolved this dilemma? Cleared this issue?
neutralized this conflict? 

l What happened the last time you were at your best? Reached your goal? got promoted?
Won the award? Announced how happy you were in the new relationship? Looked
fabulous?  Said ‘no’ to someone who was asking too much of you?  

l How does the issue make you feel? What does it remind you of?

l When have you felt like that before?

l if that part of you/your body could speak, what would it say? How does that make you feel?

l What’s the worst that could happen if you do not change?

l What has staying the same cost you? What have the benefits of staying the same been?

l What’s the best that could happen if you change?

l How can you still gain the benefits of staying the same and be free from that old pattern?



So remember, asking the right questions will not only save you and your client time, it will also
improve your accuracy and success rate. Asking the right questions is also a wonderful way of
gaining rapport with your client if you listen deeply and use the essence of what the client
offers you. Continue to ask the questions that will reveal the heart of your client’s issues, and
your success with EFT will rise dramatically. 

On many occasions you need only apply one or two rounds of EFT to a specific event in order
for its emotional intensity to vanish forever. These are our ‘one-minute wonders’ and
fortunately they occur with delightful frequency. They have instantly shifted many lives in a
positive direction.

Aspects 
Sometimes, however, even after you have made professional efforts to tap on specific events
the client still reports the problem as ‘no better.’ Why would this be? Why does the process
work so easily in most cases but appear to get bogged down in others? There are a few
possibilities here (others are covered later) but one of the most common causes is that the
client is ‘shifting to different aspects.’

Aspects can happen with almost any emotional issue, for example:

l A war trauma can have aspects such as the sight of blood, the look in a comrade's eyes
before he dies, the sound of a hand grenade, etc

l A rape experience can have aspects such as the smell of the assailant's breath, the impact of
a fist, the penetration, etc

l A fear of public speaking can have aspects such as the sight of a microphone, the onlooking
eyes of the audience, a memory of being ridiculed as a child, etc.

Another thing to recognize is that an aspect can also be an emotion. Thus, some clients report
that the anger they had regarding a given event has shifted to sadness. Pick up on these clues.
These different emotional aspects are taking you deeper into the problem. They are
opportunities for greater healing and present you with great possibilities for mastering your
craft.

Aspects may be a set of feelings, events, thoughts or beliefs, bodily sensations, or a
combination of them all. Some problems have many aspects to them and each aspect should
be handled with a round of tapping as if it is a problem. When several aspects of an emotional
problem are present the client may not experience complete relief until all aspects have been
reduced to zero intensity.

Feelings – Aspects may be a set of related feelings. For example, we may feel fearful about
something and at the same time be embarrassed and angry with ourselves for being afraid.
Each of these feelings may need to be treated in order to bring about complete relief.

Events – Aspects may be a set of related events. For example, there may have been several
experiences that relate to the problem you are treating, or a number of dramatic events. Use
Movie or Tell the Story Technique to treat these. if there are many such events, treating a few
of them very well usually means the treatment effect generalises to the others.

Thoughts or Beliefs – Aspects may be a set of related thoughts of beliefs. There are often
underlying subconscious beliefs blocking our getting over the problem. Ask: What do i/you
think about this problem – or about having this problem – or about to my/your ability to get
over this problem? When you have identified the negative limiting beliefs simply focus on the
belief while you tap on each of the points.
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Bodily sensations – Aspects may be a series of bodily sensations. They may shift or vary in
intensity as you apply EFT. The process to follow here is what gary Craig calls ‘chasing the
pain’: simply continue to apply EFT to whatever bodily sensations arise in turn until you
experience relief. 

Aspects may also be a combination of all of the above.

We recommend following whatever comes up and persisting with the process. Sometimes
you may tap into an emotional situation that is more intense than the one you started with. if
this occurs, continue the tapping process on this new emotion and persist until it reduces. 

Submodalities
Clients who show no emotion when discussing the problem situation will usually also have
difficulty in estimating a SUDS level. in these cases submodalities can be used in the place of
SUDS

Modalities is a term borrowed from nLP, where it indicates different ways in which a situation
can be perceived by the senses – e.g. visual, sound, smell, and touch. Submodalities are subsets
of the modalities – e.g. visual is split into colour, black and white, focused/fuzzy, big/small.

These submodalities can also be used as a measure of intensity when no emotionis felt by the
client. The client is asked to visualise the scene and then to describe its submodalities.  The
most important pair of submodalities is ‘associated’ or ‘disassociated’. That is, when the client
visualises the scene, are they actually part of the picture or outside the picture, seeing
themselves in action? Other useful submodalities are colour as opposed to black and white,
sharp or soft focus, big or small picture. Other types of modalities also have submodalities and
the client may report strong or faint smells or hard or light touch. 

All of these submodalities should be carefully recorded before the start of the tapping and
after the round is complete the client can be asked to report on them again.  As the sting is
taken out of the memory of the scene the submodalities can be expected to change.
Associated may become disassociated, scenes initially seen in colour may be seen in black and
white or the whole scene may be seen as a much smaller picture.  

These changes can be used to measure the progress of the session in much the same way as
SUDS and are a valuable guide in situations where the client can visualise a distressing scene
but shows no emotion when describing it.

if a client cannot visualise well you may find they can describe the aural or the tactile
submodalities more clearly, and these can be used in the same way as visual ones.

n Setup and Reminder Phrases

The Setup Statement and the Reminder Phrase, as presented in the basic EFT system, are
intentionally created to emphasise the problem. 

Emphasising the Negative
The negativity of the Setup and Reminder can be used to good effect, and some variations
can be employed. The negative aspects of the situation are in the mind of the client, so in
some cases they can be emphasised with good effect. 
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For example:

‘Although I hate my school, the other children, the lousy teachers and that rotten headmistress and
wish the whole place would burn down, I fully and completely accept myself.’

Or

‘Although I know my wife will leave me and take the children, leaving me all alone, and I know it
will have been my own silly fault, I accept myself, even though I don’t deserve that acceptance.’

These very negative statements, laying negative feelings upon negative feelings, can be very
effective and can act to increase the emotional charge on the issue. This is often a good thing,
but care should be taken not to cause the client undue stress by laying it on too thickly.  

The practitioner needs to gauge the level of emotion in the client and act accordingly. The
information forming the basis of these expanded statements comes from the initial
consultation and is still basically in the words of the client.

Reinforcing the positive
in some situations it is necessary or desirable to emphasise the positive in a Setup Statement.
This is often effective in cases where the client is unconvinced that the process will be
effective.  

For instance:

‘As I tap, my body will learn how to tolerate this allergy and I will be able to enjoy the garden in
spring, and will be able to fully respect myself.’

Or

‘I will be able to overcome these spontaneous feelings of great anger, and will be able to love and
respect myself.’

in the basic EFT formula the Reminder Phrase refers to the problem in order to maintain the
client’s focus on it during the round of tapping. There was a move brought to the fore (mostly
by Australian-trained practitioners) at the 2000 Energy Psychology Conference in Las vegas to
introduce a more positive aspect to the Reminder Phrase whilst also retaining its focus on the
problem.

For example, in the case of a golfer whose game is suffering from a sliced iron shot, the basic
Reminder Phrase could be ‘This sliced iron shot’. This phrase would be used as in the basic
formula, but in addition a comment such as ‘Straight down the middle’ would also be used
during the tapping to introduce a positive aspect. The original application of this addition was
to use the positive reminder phrase just once or twice towards the end of the tapping routine.
This modification could also be added in other treatments.  For instance in the case of a stiff
shoulder, as well as ‘Stiff shoulder’, the phrase ‘Free and easy movement’ could be added.  

Some practitioners are now using the positive phrase as many times as the original problem-
orientated one, and some are using the positive phrase almost exclusively, changing the
Reminder Phrase into an affirmation. 

When this positive phrase is introduced care must be taken that it is not so positive as to cause
the client to reject it, consciously or unconsciously, as impossible or out of the question. To
avoid this, the practitioner will need to understand the client’s position and use their intuition
and experience.
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Challenging Reminder Phrases 
When there is rapport with the client challenging phrases that get to the heart of the problem
may be introduced. introduction of challenging aspects is usually an intuitive process and
good observations skills are required to make sure the client feels safe and yet slightly out of
their comfort zone to clear the root issue. Some example below illustrate how challenging
phrases may be introduced:

CASE STuDy oF SliCing golFER

issue: The client did not slice and was aware he was trying to avoid a slice he often hooked. 

Reminder phrases: ‘Sliced iron shot. Sliced iron shot. Will not hook either. Straight down the
middle…’

As a result a new aspects is introduced into the session at the tapping stage as well as working
on the problem of the slice the additional problem of a fear of hooking while attempting to
avoid the slice is also addressed.

CASE STuDy oF woMAn SuFFERing FRoM FAThER'S bAD ATTiTuDE

gary Craig was working with a woman who was still suffering from her father’s previous bad
attitude to her doing well in her education. During the tapping stage he called the client ‘a
whore’ (as her father had done years before). This led to a considerable increase in her
emotional tension, which was easily seen in her body language, and this too was simply
tapped away. Again an additional aspect had been identified and dealt with effectively.

When using challenging aspect a deeper understanding of the client's reaction is needed. The
practitioner will need to use their intuition as well as pick up on subtle clues and more
obvious body language changes. While the changing phrases are usually intuited be quick to
sense changes in the client and be able to control the situation and guide it back into safer
areas. 

CASE STuDy oF An ATTRACTivE woMAn who SEES hERSElF AS ugly bECAuSE ShE
hAS A FEw MinoR ACnE blEMiShES on hER FACE

Tapping sequence of gary Craig with the client using challenging reminder phrases

gary: (tapping the Karate Chop point) ‘Even though i focus on my face and completely ignore
my other features, both physical and intellectual, and emotional and spiritual, i deeply and
completely accept myself. Focusing on my face. Focusing on my face.’

Client repeats.

gary: (While doing the tapping sequence) ‘i hate what i see in the mirror. i hate my face. i
confuse myself with my face. i am completely confused. That is all i think about.’

Client repeats. gary: ‘i focus in on little indentations – scars, little scars on my face – pits.’ 

Client repeats.

gary: ‘Even though i have pits on my face. Some people should call me ‘Crater Face’. ‘Crater
Face’ i deeply and completely accept myself. i have deeper craters on my face even than those
pits – my eye and my nose and my mouth.’

Client repeats and laughs.
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gary: ‘Even though i do not want to see myself in the mirror, even though the first thing i am
going to look at is those pits, and say to myself…’

Client: ‘…i’m ugly.’

if there is rapport with the client this method is also useful with body image issues. Allow the
client to speak the truth of how they really feel about themselves, their body, their face or
even their body parts. it is very releasing when the truth finally comes out. The client can tap
daily while looking into a mirror till there is total acceptance. 

The Choices Setup
The idea of ‘Choices’ was first suggested by Dr Pat Carrington. Aware that the Setup Statement
and Reminder Phrase tend to be negative, and wishing to provide a positive aspect to fill the void
left by EFT’s removal of some negative emotion, Pat started providing her clients with a ‘choice’ in
the form of a positive affirmation that they take away with them at the end of the session.

This has proved very successful, and has been extended further into the EFT Setup by the
Australian practitioner, Christine Sutherland, adds the positive choice to the Setup statement.
She calls it ‘Dyna-charging the EFT Process’.

There is a subtle but essential difference between an affirmation and a choice which is worth
bringing out at this stage. For instance, if a particular situation (or person) makes you feel
angry, try the positive affirmation: ‘i feel calm in this situation’. next use the Choice Statement,
‘i choose to feel calm in this situation’. in the former case many react badly to the affirmation
with the feeling that it simply is not true.  On the other hand the Choice Statement may be
true, as we can choose to feel calm.

in using the Choice Setup this subtle difference is included in the Setup statement. When
using one of the standard setups, for instance in ‘Even though i have this terrible problem, i
fully and completely accept and love myself’, the client often has some resistance as they
simply cannot see how they can ‘fully and completely accept and love’ themselves in view of
the ‘terrible problem’ they have just disclosed. Their subconscious just says, ‘no way!’ and the
impact of the session is lost. When using the Choice Setup the statement becomes ‘Even
though i have this terrible problem i choose to be completely relaxed about it’.

it has been suggested that the two forms of Setup Statement can be combined and the form
could be – ‘Even though i have this terrible problem, i completely love and accept myself and i
chose to be completely relaxed about it’.

gary Craig has also moved to take the internal conflict out of the Setup Statement in some
cases as he sometimes uses a Setup such as:

‘Even though I …, I am open to the possibility of accepting myself.’

Some practitioners would suggest that the internal conflict generated by the two parts of the
original Setup form are important or even essential to the EFT method as the tapping needs to
take place within the confusion of the conflict between these two phrases.  it may well be that
one form is better for the treatment of some conditions and the other is better for others. 

More recently, Dr Carrington has extended the use of ‘Choices’ and developed it into a major
part of the EFT system.  

There are three steps in her ‘Choices Protocol’:

l The first is identical to the EFT Tapping Protocol with the tapping completed on the face,
body and hands, using the usual Reminder Phrase. 
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l The second step follows immediately without reassessing the SUDS and consists of the
standard tapping procedure, but this time the reminder phrase is replaced by a Choices
Reminder Phrase. 

l The third step then follows (again without reassessing the SUDS) with the reminder phrase
alternated between the original ‘EFT Phrase’ used in the first step and the new ‘Choices
Phrase’ used in the second step, each time the tapping point is changed.  

it is important to ensure that the last Reminder Phrase used is the Choices one. if, during the
tapping, it appears that the final phrase to be used is not the choices one, an extra point is
introduced on the top of the head to ensure that the sequence finishes on the correct phrase.

it is useful if the Choices Phrase includes some wording that intrigues the subconscious mind,
such as:

‘I choose to be amazed that I can do so well in my exams.’

‘I choose to wonder at the relaxation I can achieve.’

‘I choose to wallow in the excitement of the occasion.’

Example of Choices method
The first round of tapping uses the basic EFT formula with the reminder phrase:

Set up: ‘Even though i fell sick and nearly died… i deeply and completely accept myself’

Reminder phrases: i fell sick and nearly died, near death, so sick, really sick…

This was followed by a round of tapping with choices

Set-up: ‘Even though i fell sick and nearly died… i choose to remember i perfectly
survived'

Reminder phrases: i perfectly survived, i am lucky, i made it anyway, i overcame near
death…

The final round includes the original phrase and choices

Set-up: ‘Even though i neariy died that was then and this is now i choose to remember
how perfectly she survived'

Reminder phrases: nearly died, Survived, So sick, Regained full health, Sick as death,
Alive as life…

Close on top of the head: i choose to remember i survived anyway

Choices opens up many possibilities including the introduction of new positive closing
statements. For example i choose:

l to be open to the possibilities

l to love, forgive and accept myself

l to accept myself anyway

l to be open

l to allow love in

it is important that the client chooses the statements that resonates with them. it must
be real, exciting and compelling. 



n Borrowing Benefits

From the very earliest use of EFT, practitioners and those who just tapped along during
workshops and demonstrations were reporting that their own particular problems were
reduced or removed even though they had not been specifically tapping on them. This
phenomenon was most marked amongst practitioners who spent a lot of time tapping along
with their clients on the latters’ problems. They were reporting that their lives were better and
their problems were lifted even though they had not specifically tapped on them, and even
though in some cases they were not consciously aware of the exact nature of the problem.

What is Borrowing Benefits?
it is a feature of EFT whereby members of an audience choose bothersome SPECiFiC EvEnT
from their own past and obtain relief by tapping along with another person. That other person
can be either on stage or on a video, and can have an entirely different issue to those of the
audience members. nonetheless, the audience members use the same words and tap on the
same points as the person on the stage or the video.

While this phenomenon is still in the experimental stage, it is believed that the audience
members draw their own parallels from the on-stage person’s issue and thus obtain relief as if
they were tapping directly on their own issue.

Advantages of Borrowing Benefits 
1. Entire audiences can achieve quality relief during one EFT session. There appears to be no

limit to the audience size: it can be hundreds or thousands or millions. Care must be taken
with large groups of the small percentage that are so emotionally frail that they should not
attempt AnY healing procedure without the presence of a skilled professional.

2. if the session on stage or DvD is in depth and of high quality most audience members will
benefit to a greater degree than doing EFT on themselves or with an in-experienced EFT
practitioner.

3. Many audience members experience relief in a relatively painless way because they are
ostensibly tapping for someone else’s issue instead of dwelling directly on their own
difficult circumstances.

4. Often an audience member’s entire issue is completely resolved. When there are pieces left
over, a qualified EFT practitioner can finish it up with one-on-one sessions.

5. EFT practitioners can speed up complex cases by giving clients videos to take home to
practice borrowing benefits between sessions.

6. Some audience members may tune into otherwise buried emotional issues while
borrowing benefits. When this happens a great deal of time is saved because it hastens the
process of finding a core issue.

Disadvantages of Borrowing Benefits
1. in some cases borrowing benefits may not be as thorough as one-on-one sessions. The gap

can be filled by a qualified EFT practitioner.

2. A small percentage of audience members may tune into some unexpected intensity and
become uncomfortable. This is usually because THEY HAvE nOT FOLLOWED DiRECTiOnS
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and have strayed from their specific event. in any event, it is appropriate to advise audience
members of this possibility in advance and suggest that they bring professional help where
merited. if you are doing Borrowing Benefits before a live group, you should have
experienced EFTers in the room ready to help just in case.

SPECIFIC EVENTS are the most important thing to remember about Borrowing Benefits

The audience members MUST SELECT A SPECiFiC EvEnT TO WORK On and give it a SUDs level. 

Unfortunately, most clients describe their issues too globally and your audience members are
no exception. Here are some typical examples:

l My mother doesn’t love me

l i’m an angry person

l Sometimes i feel very intense or anxious

l i don’t want to put myself forward

These issues are made up of underlying specific events and it is these specific events in our
lives that form the foundation under our more global problems. For example, a specific event
underlying ‘My mother doesn’t love me’ might be ‘The time my mother left me in the
shopping centre at age 8 and i had to find my way home’. These specific events are the
building blocks of the larger problems. Without them, the larger problems have no
foundations.

Thus it is vitally important that audience members select, and Borrow Benefits for, a specific
event. Otherwise they will be tapping on global issues and are likely to shift within them from
aspect to aspect or event to event. This is begging for some audience members to have
unnecessary emotional intensity. However, if they start with and stay on a specific event
during the Borrowing Benefits session the following benefits usually occur.

1. They are much more likely to resolve that specific event and notice the relief.

2. They are much LESS likely to experience uncomfortable emotional intensity.

3. After resolving a few specific events underlying a more global issue, a generalization effect
takes place that serves to collapse the global issue.

How to Conduct a Borrowing Benefits Session
1. Before you start, PREFRAME THE AUDiEnCE with some important features:

a) Explain the mechanics of the process as well as the items above under the heading
‘SPECiFiC EvEnTS are the most important thing to remember about Borrowing Benefits’.

b) Emphasize and re-emphasize the importance of using a SPECiFiC EvEnT. Without this
table-pounding-emphasis, people will tend to pick out a globally-stated issue.

c) Emphasize the tendency to have some resolution of the specific event and then shift to
another event or another aspect of the same event. Without this emphasis, many people
will get resolution but will not notice it. They may say it didn’t work, when in fact it
worked beautifully

d) Describe the possibility that some audience members will come up with intense issues
(perhaps unexpectedly) during the Borrowing Benefits procedure. Since the audience
member is tuned into the problem this is often a good time to begin repeatedly tapping
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the EFT points up and down the body. Often resolution will occur, perhaps of a major
core issue.

2. Have each audience member pick out a specific event to work on and give it a title as
though it was a short movie. This title should be written down and glanced at frequently as
a reminder throughout the Borrowing Benefits session.

3. Before starting your on-stage session, quiz members of the audience as to the specific
events they have chosen. You may be surprised at what people consider a specific event. By
guiding some audience members in finding their specific events, other audience members
are more likely to be more accurate in their selection.

4. Ask the audience members to write down their intensity, on a 0-10 scale regarding the
specific event (some may be very intense about their issues and in such cases it is helpful to
just have them guess at their 0-10 number this is usually accurate enough). This intensity
must be what they feel nOW as they tune into it and not what it was when it was
happening. if they cannot bring up a 0-10 intensity (because they have repressed the event

or swept it under the rug), use the Movie technique.

n The New Points

There are five new points that can be used:

l Crown of the Head – better to use for positive phrases
and to end with top of the head. ideally tap on the crown
gently – like little pity patty raindrops.

l inside the wrists to stimulate and increase energy

l Tops of the ankles, inside and out (which involves a
number of acupuncture points)
(note: This point is not recommended for pregnant
clients.)

l Under the breast for anger (coincides with liver meridian)

l Thymus point (above the chest and below the
collarbone) – this can be rubbed or gently thumped
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n EFT for Kids – Advice from Ann Adams 

ThE SECRET

get yourself out of the way 

We don’t solve a child’s problems: we are guides who help them to access resources.

RESPECT 

Admire their courage

‘You don’t have to tell me what is bothering you. I have a way you can get over it and not even tell
me what it was. You are totally in control and don’t have to say anything.’

STAy in ThE hERE AnD now

Judgement is a history thing

‘How much less trouble would you get into if you could calm yourself down whenever you
wanted to?’

CREATiviTy

Set yourself apart

Be funny, make EFT a game. ‘Do you know about your magic buttons?’

KEEP iT SiMPlE

Use AnD rather than ‘even though’ 

‘My sister hit me and mummy loves me i get upset at school AnD i’m a super dooper clever
girl’.

n EFT for Animals – From www.AnimalEFT.org

When people first find out about EFT for animals they first think that it is about tapping On
animals and ask where they should tap their animals.

Although of course animals do have a meridian system, many of the points are in places they
don’t like to be touched, never mind tapped. The wonderful thing about animal EFT is that
you don’t have to touch the animals, but you tap on yourself to make the changes happen.

This Surrogate Tapping has lots of advantages:

l You can do it at any time and even anywhere – you don’t even have to be in the same room
as the animal. 

l You can do it much more often than the animal would permit. 

l You can help wild animals, animals that don’t belong to you, and animals that you can’t
really touch e.g. fish and birds

l Once you have learned the simple technique, you can use it on any problem, on any animal
and you don’t have to know anything at all about their various meridian systems or points.
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So How Does Animal EFT work?
When you focus your attention on an animal, you connect your energy system with theirs.
When you keep the focus of your attention on a specific aspect of that energy system (a
problem, disease, behaviour, state of mind and so on) and you change YOUR system by
tapping on the points, YOU ARE ALSO CHAnging THEiRS through the connection.

When your neighbour’s dog 100 yards away stops barking an hour just because you have
tapped a round of EFT on yourself, a shiver goes down your spine and you KnOW you made
that happen as if by magic, it is a real convincer experience.

Try it on your animals and on wild animals, because when they respond with visible changes
in their behaviour to what you are doing with YOUR energy system, you really know that you
have done some magic!

n Surrogate tapping

Example for Animals
1. Focus your awareness

Think about the animal and what specifically you would like to release, relax, soothe or
change.

Sit with the animal or with a photograph or simply hold the animal in your awareness.

2. Make a statement of intent

Find a phrase or a sentence that describes the problem succinctly and clearly to you. You
can say, ‘Sidney has this terrible allergy.’ Or ‘Sam never stops barking.’ Or, ‘This brown horse is
distressed.’ if you don’t know the animals name. This is the main part of directing your
attention to the problem.

3. Balancing 

We surround the statement of intent with the words, ‘Even though Sam is barking and
angry, i deeply love and accept Sam.’ it helps bring you colder to the animals for deeper
changes and handles permission issues as well as having positive effects of YOUR system.

‘Even though (insert name or description) (insert statement of problem), i deeply and
profoundly love and accept (name or description).’ OR ‘Even though Sam is barking, Sam is a
good dog and we love him’

Alternatively you can step into the animal’s shoes and allow your intuition to give you the
animal’s experience and then form the words as the first person.

‘Even though i’m barking because i’m nervous like when they took me away from the litter i
know that i’m safe here and that my owners love me’

4. Clearing 

Tap around your EFT points repeating a reminder phrase for the animal or as the animal. (if
you tap as the animal remember to bring yourself back to yourself afterwards and to clear
your own energies.
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n Uncovering and Resolving Limiting Beliefs

We live in a Palace of Possibilities

it is an ever-expanding structure and is filled with awesome rooms and annexes that are
loaded with achievements and joy. These rooms are open to everyone, although most of us
only visit a few of them. it's not that we are barred from any of the rooms. no indeed!! They are
our birthright. Rather, it's that we choose to dwell only in those rooms within which we are
comfortable. Somehow, we don't ‘belong’ in those other, more expansive rooms. They are for
others. They are for richer people and more privileged people and people with more talent
than us. We stay within the familiar (our comfort zones) and don't venture beyond the walls
(limits) of the rooms we have chosen. Why? Because our cans and can'ts are written on those
walls and we obey those dictates as though they were real. Our incomes reflect those limits.
So does our self image. in fact, there is scarcely any part of our makeup that is not affected by
what's written on those walls.

The words on our walls are metaphors for our self talk, of course. They represent the attitudes,
opinions & beliefs that we have accumulated over the years. Many of them are hand-me-
downs from our parents, grandparents, teachers, coaches, religion, peers, books, Tv and an
endless list of other ‘authorities’ in our lives. Upon inspection (which we will do in this series)
many of them are laughable. nonetheless, they still seem to have a hold on our progress.

We all have different words on our walls. That's why we appear to have different limits. Your
limits are different from mine because the ‘truths’ written on your walls are different from the
‘truths’ written on mine. However, they are not really ‘truths’ at all. They are just the guidelines
we have adopted for getting through life – AnD – many of them are fictions. They are hand-
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me-down beliefs that were written on our walls by others and we have been dutifully obeying
them ever since. This need not be.

This brings me to a foundational concept upon which The Palace of Possibilities is built. it is of
critical importance and underlies just about every idea we are going to explore in this series. it
should be tattooed on the insides of our eyelids so that we see it every time we blink. its truth
is undeniable, yet it is so subtle that we tend to ignore it. Here it is:

‘We constantly consult the writing on our walls.’

That writing is our most prominent advisor and we consult it all day long. And why not? it
represents every experience we have ever had. it contains all of our ‘how to’s. it contains our
cans and can'ts as well as our shoulds and should nots. it contains our musts & must not’s as
well as our sense of fair play. it contains our version of proper behavior as well as what is right
or wrong in this world. it contains our judgments, our successes and our failures. it's all there–
everything we hold to be true – written on our walls.

For example, we eat soup with a spoon instead of a fork because our knowledge base (the
writing on our walls) advises us to do so. This is subtle, i know, but it's as if we ask the question,
‘How do i eat this soup?’ and the writing on our walls says ‘Use a spoon.’ This is why we wear
jeans on some occasions and black tie or evening gowns on others. We constantly consult the
writing on our walls for what to do. Those words represent the ‘truth’ as we have learned it.

We consult those walls for just about everything. Those words tell us about our opportunities
as well as our limits. Often they conflict with each other. On the subject of finances, for
example, they may tell us, ‘This is America, the land of opportunity – go for it.’ But they may
also tell us....

l ‘You’re too young (or too old) for that.’

l ‘You don't have enough education.’

l ‘You’re a woman and are limited by the glass ceiling.’

l ‘You’re a minority.’

l ‘People who take risks end up broke.’

l ‘getting ahead depends on who you know.’

l ‘Rich people are dishonest.’

This fictional list of limits goes on indefinitely, of course. Are any of them written on your
walls? if you believe any of them – or if any of them ring true – i suggest that you have bought
into an expensive ‘limit’ that need not be there.

There is nothing inherently good or bad about money. it is a form of energy. it can be used to
finance wars and destruction OR it can be used to ease love into the hard-to-reach corners of
the world. We can build our own barriers to it or let it flow through us as a sign of our
birthright to abundance. All of this is dictated by the cans and can'ts written on our financial
walls.

This is what it boils down to:  ‘My consistent thoughts become my reality.’

Although we don't often hear it stated this way, the main goal of psychotherapy has always
been to have clients change their consistent thoughts so that the quality of their lives (their
reality) will shift for the better. The primary goal has been to get clients to think differently
about their traumas, fears, guilt, grief, etc. in hopes that they will put these things into
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perspective and go about their lives more positively. Their consistent thoughts, once changed,
become their new reality.

Many clients are unaware of the Palace of Possibilities in which they live because they dwell in
their own personal dungeons amidst their thoughts of past abuses, war memories, fear, guilt
and the like. Their consistent thoughts have become their reality and, when they walk into
your office, they bring their dungeons with them. 

The writing on their walls provides graphic evidence of their personal guilt, shame, etc. and iT iS
WRiTTEn THERE in CAPiTAL LETTERS, SHOUTing AT THEM. There is other writing, of course –
even some writing of a more positive nature. However, it is overwhelmed by those capital letters.
Those capital letters become the focus of their thinking – the centerpiece of their existence. They
have become lifetime ‘limits’ and will continue to do so until that writing is erased and replaced.

Constraining Beliefs 
l Whenever we succeed there is writing on the wall that empowers, supports and encourages us.

l And of course whenever we limit ourselves there is writing on the wall that constrains,
belittles or restricts us.

Linda’s Story: An Example of a Constraining Belief
Linda is an artist and paints beautiful work. People come and admire her paintings at exhibitions but they don’t buy.
She feels nervous with money as if ‘it’s not right for me to have money’ 

i gave her £100 in cash to hold and ask her what she feels. She feels a nervous shaking in her stomach and tightness in
her chest. 

i ask her to let those sensations take her back to the first time she felt like that. She tells me that she is five years old and
it’s the first time her father has given her the money to go out to the ice cream van on her own and to get a cone for her
and for him. She buys the ice creams and walking back to the house an eight-year-old girl from down the street says
‘give me one’ and she hands it over.

Returning to the house she doesn’t have a cone for her father. He jokingly says ‘You can’t be trusted with money’, and
her five-year-old self, so proud to have taken on this task, takes it literally and writes it on her wall.

We tap and tap with this until it’s funny and she can hold the £100 with comfort. Later i hear that she has been awarded
a contract to place her art in show houses for a national property developer. 

Therapeutic Technique

Every constraint is held up by an emotion, the emotion conceals a false truth. The false truth is written on the walls. Each
piece of writing on the walls has got there as a result of a specific event and has then been reinforced by future events. 

Linda’s Story

The Constraint = i can’t make money through my art
The Emotion = nervousness 
The False Truth = it’s not right for me to have money 
The initial Event = Buying the ice cream for daddy
Reinforcing Events = Refusing money for art
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EFT Protocol to Clear Limiting Beliefs
1. identify the presenting limiting belief and the associated emotional intensity 

2. get a TRUTH rating for the limiting belief (also known as validity of Cognition, vOC). Ask the
client to repeat i am a failure out loud and then say ‘On a scale of 1 to 10 how true it this
where 10 is really true and 1 is not true at all?”

3. Tap on the presenting limiting belief and emotions bringing the SUDs down

4. identify reinforcing events as well as previous events related to the presenting issue

5. get to a root memory or event. Ask ‘What does this problem remind you of?” and ‘When
have you felt like this before?’ ‘When else?’ ‘When was the very first time?’’

6. Tap with the initial incident and bring the SUDs down

7. Test the original limiting belief – you will notice a cognitive shift

8. Use argument tapping to clean up any remaining conflict with the belief. For example, Yes i
am a failure, no i am not

9. Ask the client what do they choose for themselves instead. Then do final rounds of tapping
on what they choose

10.get the client to imagine stepping into the future and notice how things are different

Limiting beliefs may also be described as tail-enders, which are sub-conscious objections to
moving towards a desired state. For example, the desired state may be to weigh 55kg and the
tail enders may be as follows:

l i will never lose weight

l it’s too hard

l That’s a dream

Treat tail-enders like limiting beliefs using the above protocol

n Using EFT for Allergies and Sensitivity to Substances

Reactions to Substances
‘An allergic reaction is an abnormal response to a food or something in the environment which
usually does not cause symptoms in other people’ Dr Doris Rapp

Roger’s Story: An Example of a Allergy Elimination
Roger had an intolerance and craving to cornflakes 

At the age of 6 he experienced his parents and dogs fighting. He ate cornflakes to calm himself down and he developed
psychological reversal due to the fear and anxiety. As he ate cornflakes at the time with milk and sugar he also became
psychologically reversed to cornflakes. The reveral caused the motivation away from health and developed the
intolerance. Roger’s desire for cornflakes as well as trauma of event with parenst and dog fighting was treated with EFT.
The net effect was he no longer craved cornflakes or had the intolerance to cornflakes. 
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‘It’s like a false alarm of the immune system....’

Substance reactions could be:

l Physiological – streaming, swelling, itching 

l Behavioural – agitation or aggression 

l Emotional – depression or anxiety

Reactions to substances may be:

l immediate and acute =  allergies

l Delayed and chronic = intolerance 

Substances that provoke reactions may be:

l new to the immune system

l Associated with previous trauma

l Cumulative in their effect.

n Using EFT for Addiction and Substance Abuse

EFT’s results for Addiction and Substance Abuse problems can be extraordinary. The benefits
are two fold: 

l First, EFT can bring down the immediate craving within minutes so that one can walk away
from food, cigarettes, alcohol, drugs, etc. in a few cases this simple procedure has also
collapsed the overall addiction.

l Second, EFT’s long term successes are due to its ability to address an important cause of
addictions ... namely ... the need to ‘tranquilize’ the anxiety caused by one’s underlying
anger, fear, guilt, trauma, etc. Until these issues are dissipated, the addictive behavior may
remain. That is why people who successfully give up one form of addiction simply switch to
another (from alcohol to coffee/cigarettes, for example). EFT is designed to reduce or
collapse these underlying emotional issues (that is what it does best) and, properly applied,
the need to tranquilize tends to fade. 

n Using EFT for Trauma

EFT is very effective with trauma and there are clinical studies that prove effectiveness on post
-traumatic stress disorder. Work with trauma using the movie technique or tearless trauma
depending on the severity of the trauma. if the trauma is too severe you can also sneak
around the problem using metaphors and analogies. With trauma it is important the
practitioner feels comfortable working with the client. 
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Working with Trauma
An article by Emma Roberts

Trauma comes in all shapes and sizes, as does people’s response to it. EFT can be used successfully with all of them
but this is one area where it may be appropriate to work with a qualified practitioner, at least initially. The primary
concern when working with trauma is your safety or the safety of your client. This is paramount as re-traumatising
and abreaction are to be avoided at all costs.

Trauma influences our cognitive schemas at a profound level. it undermines our beliefs in both ourselves and our
existence, and also our sense of reality as we know it. The resulting beliefs can seriously disrupt the every day
running of our lives without us necessarily even realising it.

EFT’s effectiveness in working with trauma is extensive. Whilst it can bring immediate relief from traumatic
memories, it is also a gentle tool for revealing the many layers and aspects that may be connected with trauma,
working through them systematically and effectively until their emotional charge has gone.

in this article i will look at the different manifestations of trauma and the options for working with them using EFT.

Self Care for Therapists
Before beginning to work with trauma it is vital to look at ourselves as therapists and our own response to trauma
in its many forms.

The first step is to work on any unresolved trauma we may still be attached to so that we are not triggered by our
clients’ experiences. The difference between empathising and colluding with the client needs emphasising. Whilst it
is important to feel empathy for the client it is not useful for them if we are accessing our own stuff and we will be
getting in the way of the process. As gary often says, allow the work to be through you not by you. We must be a
clear channel in order to fully serve our clients and get maximum results.

Test drive your trauma ‘buttons’ by imagining different future possible scenarios and/or past events and noticing
what, if anything, still gets an emotional response…. Apply EFT to it.

Also recognise that you are human and things can sneak up on you and surprise you. You are likely to hear some
horrific stories. if this happens during a client session imagine putting it out of the room, or in a box, remembering
to return and work with it at the earliest opportunity. if you are tapping alongside your client you may clear your
response during the session anyway.

Using EFT yourself on a regular basis is even more important in trauma work than most areas. Trauma therapists
traditionally experience a high level of burnout. EFT gives us the opportunity to change that and be of even more
powerful use. Walk your talk!

Trauma can be broadly broken down into four categories:

1. Prolonged past traumatic experiences

Systematic abuse over a prolonged period of time that is over in the present day eg childhood abuse, bullying, war
experience etc

2. Ongoing trauma

Systematic abuse continuing today where client is constantly re-traumatised eg domestic violence and marital
rape, psychological abuse, bullying at work etc.
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3. One-off trauma

Rape, terrorist attack, accident, assault etc

4. Perceived trauma

Trauma not physically experienced by the client but witnessed in a secondary manner via the media, friends,
colleagues, stories etc

The Presenting Client
Some clients will need to tell you their story immediately. When they do their energy system will be disrupting
massively and you will need to tap continually on them. in order to do this and keep rapport with a new client it is
important to preframe this when introducing yourself and your work. i recommend tapping on your clients
wherever possible for the following two main reasons:

1. By connecting two energy systems physically the effects can be doubly powerful.

2. it allows the client to focus on their issue without worrying about ‘getting the tapping wrong’. Whilst this can be
a useful way of unearthing core beliefs, such as not being good enough, i don’t consider it to be initially helpful
in the context of trauma, rather another door to be returned to when they are in a more comfortable place.

Other clients will present with physical issues such as insomnia, migraines or even cancer where they make no
connection to any previous traumatic events. However, when an event happens that challenges our beliefs of the
world, and our personal safety, it can create a physiological response as well as an emotional one. in these cases,
always start with where the client is at, using your detective skills and careful questioning to gently ease out any
specific events that may be contributing to the current state.

Others will have totally detached themselves from the traumatic event/s, they will be unable to access any
emotion, and often just present with a general feeling of depression or anxiety. in these cases again you will need
to apply all your detective skills to coax out the underlying specific emotional contributors and events.

The following set up statements can be useful here:

l Even though i have all these problems i deeply and completely accept myself

l Even though life is grim i deeply and completely accept myself

l Even though things can only get worse i deeply and completely accept myself

l Even though i feel bad and am not sure why i deeply and completely accept myself

Here, gary’s question ‘if you could live your life again which person or event would you leave out?’ is an excellent
way of getting to the specific core issue.

Another client group will be aware of the trauma but anxious about even thinking about it, let alone talking about
it. With these clients the first thing to do is, again, to meet them where they are at and work with the presenting
anxiety. Some of the following set-up statements can be useful here:

l Even though i don’t want to go back there again i deeply and completely accept myself

l Even though i am anxious even thinking about the event i deeply and completely accept myself

l Even though i am frightened to look at that time again i deeply and completely accept myself.
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Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD)
PTSD can be caused by one event or by prolonged exposure to traumatic experiences, such as war (see gary’s dvds
The EFT Course, Part 1, video 3, 6 Days at the vA). Sufferers of PTSD store the memories of past events in their minds
as thought they are happening today, they replay them through flashbacks, hyper- vigilance, nightmares,
jumpiness and other physiological symptoms. They may also have removed themselves from normal life, as the
world is seen as unsafe, making them detach and withdraw both from becoming involved both physically and
emotionally.

Methods for Working with Trauma
1. Tearless Trauma

2. Movie Technique

3. Telling the Story

4. Tsunami Technique

5. imagination Technique

Tearless Trauma
This is a very gentle way of using double dissociation to keep the client safe from abreaction and is usually the best
starting point when working with a specific traumatic event.

l identify a specific traumatic incident from the past. An example might be, “the time my father punched me when
i was 12.” By contrast, the phrase “my father abused me” would be too broad because, chances are, the abuse took
place over many, many incidents.

l get them to make it into a mini movie and put it on a wall away from them

l give it a title.

l Ask them to gUESS at what their emotional intensity would be (on a 0-10 scale) iF they were to vividly watch the
movie. instruct them nOT to actually watch it (although some will close their eyes and do this anyway).
ThisgUESS is a surprisingly useful estimate…and…it serves to minimize emotional pain.

l Have the client develop a phrase using the movie title for the EFT process such as “this father-punch emotion”
and then proceed with a round of tapping.

l After this round of tapping, ask the client to gUESS again around ask them to state their new number.

l Perform more rounds of EFT (numbers. in my experience, a total of 3 or 4 rounds will bring just about everyone
down to gUESSES of 0 to 3.

l Once the client is down to acceptably low gUESSES, then perform another round of tapping and, after this round,
ask them how they would feel about watching the movie. notice that this is the first time you are asking them to
do this. All previous times have been relatively painless gUESSES.

l if they are OK with that get them to watch the movie, instructing them to stop at any part that still ‘gets’ them and
tap on it.

l Keep going until they are able to watch their whole movie with no emotional attachment. Often they will say
something like ‘it is like watching someone else’ or ‘i cant see it clearly any more’.
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In brief:

l Locate specific trauma

l Make it into a movie and put it on the wall away from you

l What is it’s title?

l Don’t look at it, draw a curtain over it

l Estimate 0 – 10 intensity if you were to watch it (guess)

l Create Reminder Phrase using movie title for the EFT process

l Do EFT on it

l guess at the intensity again

l Do more EFT rounds until ‘guessed‘ intensity is low

l Watch the movie, stopping at any part that still ‘gets you’

l More rounds of EFT as necessary

The Movie Technique
This is the same principle as Tearless Trauma only without the double dissociation. if the trauma is not perceived as
too intense then this would be a safe starting place too.

l Create a mini movie of the specific event

l How intense do they feel about watching it (using SUDS scale 0 -10)

l if high intensity rating revert to Tearless Trauma above

l if OK run movie, stopping at any point where there is emotional intensity and tap

l Keep going until whole movie is clear of any emotional intensity

Telling the Story
Telling The Story is an excellent way of testing your results and clearing up any remaining undetected aspects.
ideally, use this once you feel you have reduced the intensity to an acceptable level, or cleared it completely.
However, sometimes you will need to use it immediately, as detailed above.

l Have your client tell their story of the event/memory/trigger.

l As soon as any emotional disturbance is detected stop and tap on the last statement the client made.

l Test by having the client re-tell that part of the story. They should be able to go past the previous emotional
point easily. if not, there are further aspects to be addressed.

l When the client is calm on the first point, have them continue to tell the story. Stop and tap on each emotional
disturbance.

l Test by asking your client to tell the entire story from start to finish. Your work is completed when your client can
do this and remain calm throughout.
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The Tsunami Technique
in these days of mass disasters, natural or otherwise, we thought you might be interested in an EFT phenomena
which came to the fore during Sue Beer and i’s recent trauma workshop at The EFT Centre, London.

The workshop was for a small group of Level 2 and 3 EFT practitioners and focussed more on working with clients
than self application. However, we wanted to give them an experience of Tearless Trauma so they would know how
it would be for a client.

Thinking that the most contained way of doing this as a teaching example would be to go for a group experience,
we asked them to each pick a specific memory/image/photograph from the Tsunami that still ‘got’ them now. We
knew that no one had had any direct experience of the Tsunami. Most of them had a problem even finding this
memory.

We did a group tap on these ‘Tsunami emotions’ and it quickly became apparent that each and every one of them
had associated into something completely unrelated to the Tsunami. it seemed that when the slight Tsunami
emotion had cleared other powerful, seemingly unconnected emotions and past events surfaced.

Whilst this in itself is not particularly unusual with EFT, it did come as a surprise in this environment. it revealed new
aspects of earlier specific traumas that they thought they had cleared, and in a couple of cases specific events were
recalled that had hitherto been repressed.

Obviously we then had to take a detour from the course content and help them clear these issues – swiftly achieved.

Again, none of the above may be a surprise, and although unexpected, all the responses were easy to clear and
some important work was done. However, these were an unusual group in that they were all dedicated EFT
practitioners who had worked consistently through their own issues and who were using EFT on an ongoing basis
daily and considered they had cleared the big trees from their emotional forests.

We now use the ‘Tsunami technique’ with some clients who seem stuck as a way to facilitate unearthing underlying
trauma, where there doesn’t seem to be an obvious door to go through and it ALWAYS gets results. in a seemingly
roundabout way, something good and positive has emerged from the appalling events of that Boxing Day.

l Check no direct emotional involvement with Tsunami

l Pick Tsunami memory/image/photograph

l Put it on screen, behind a curtain (as in Tearless Trauma)

l Tap on this ‘Tsunami emotion’

l Keep tuned into client and monitor emotional response

l What does it remind you of?

l Tap on whatever comes up, following the chain until emotions are fully resolved

l Test results with both the emergent specific event and also original memory

Imagination Technique
i sometimes introduce this as a game, and it can be particularly useful when working with children.

Sometimes people may only have a sense of having experienced trauma. This can be to do with the age at which
the trauma occurred, if it was pre-verbal and stored in pre verbal memory, and how much is stored cognitively. in
cases where there is no actual memory, just a physical sense of something having happened, or a knowledge that it
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did, but no memory, get the client to ‘make it up’. it is not important whether it is true or not, what is important is
the resultant limiting behaviours and beliefs that are showing up today. imagining and guessing in the west is what
the east call sixth sense… it comes from somewhere, trust it and go with it, it is often an important door.

However, be careful to never ever suggest trauma or abuse has occurred and to frame the imagination Technique
as a game, and not the truth.

To conclude, EFT is an exciting new tool in working with Trauma. it allows the client to get immediate relief from
traumatic experiences and gently opens the door to revealing and clearing the multiple layers of aspects and
beliefs which may be present in a pain free, systematic manner. Trauma can be experienced at many different levels
and there is no fixed formula for specific trauma groups. However, as a general rule, the higher the intensity the
more the need to dissociate the client, using the Movie Technique or Tearless Trauma. For unfeeling clients, the
Tsunami and imagination Techniques are useful.

in order to achieve maximum results when working with clients it is important to keep more flexible than your
clients, and whilst the above techniques provide a valuable framework within which to work, allow your creativity
to flow and your intuition to guide you!

EFT & SEXUAL ABUSE

Working with Survivors of Childhood Sexual Abuse
An article by Jayne Morgan-Kidd, an EFT specialist on this issue

Whenever you get a new client, there is always a possibility that their problems may be related to a history of
childhood sexual abuse.  no matter the similarities involved in abusive experiences, each person will react or
respond in very personal and individual ways.  However, there are some trends that may be worth looking at.
Below are some suggestions and phrasing that could apply to various symptoms as described.  This is nOT a
blueprint for a session.  it is intended to expand your knowledge and repertoire of ideas about working with sexual
abuse issues.

Building Trust and Rapport
Some clients will be very open from the beginning.  Others may take some time before disclosing the painful and
often secretive feelings they have held for years that are related to their abuse experience.  give your client the
time needed to make their connection with you comfortable.  Helping your client become familiar with this strange
and wonderful technique, EFT, is a good way to begin.  

Often clients are nervous or anxious about what will happen during the session or at the thought of having to talk
about their past.  They may have had traditional ‘talk’ therapy and will likely remember how painful it was to talk
about the abuse.  Address how your client feels just being at the session and any anxiety or fear about bringing up
these upsetting events.  Use EFT to ‘take the edge off’ these fears or anxieties.  The tapping will gently diminish the
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fear (anxiety, disgust, whatever) of the thought about talking about the incidents.  in this way you are ‘sneaking up
on it’ as gary says.  And it’s a wonderful way to demonstrate how EFT works as you help your client relax and feel
more at ease.

Feelings and Behaviours
Clients who have suffered sexual abuse during childhood often have symptoms which may include any or all of the
following:

l Feelings of guilt 

l Low self esteem 

l Depression, anxiety, anger, fearfulness 

l Self-destructive behaviours

l Eating problems (including eating disorders such as bulimia or anorexia)

l Feeling different from others

l Relationship problems 

l Physical problems, including chronic problems such as headaches, stomach or other digestive problems, vaginal
or urinary problems, problems in the reproductive organs, other

l Substance abuse, other addiction or addictive behaviours

l Avoidance behaviours related to anything (thoughts, activities, people, places) associated with the trauma 

l Feeling powerless and incapable of asserting self

l Controlling behaviours 

Looking for Layers
Find out what their reactions to memories are and how they cope with these upsetting feelings. 

’What happens when you start to think about …?’

’What makes you feel better when you are having those reactions?’  

This may open the door to talking about the coping mechanisms the client uses.  These may include self-abusing
behaviors such as overeating, substance abuse, cutting, and others. 

‘Even though i numb my feelings with (by)…’

Keep tapping as you reframe the behavior.  Use something such as ‘That is how i have learned to cope with my
feelings (cover up, escape, numb my feelings) about what happened to me.  it’s how i survived.  it has served a
purpose.  it doesn’t serve me any longer.  Maybe i don’t need it anymore.’  Tapping with these reframes is more
powerful than simply saying them.

Ask about feelings of fearfulness.  People who have been sexually assaulted as children often have a fearful view of
the world. ’Even though i feel afraid of the world (or men or women or all people or certain places or whatever)…’

victims of sexual abuse which occurred during childhood sometimes respond to the premature sexualization by
‘acting out sexually’.  Some clients report having been promiscuous.  Clients will have enormous guilt about this
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behavior and even use it to justify the abuse.  i view and reframe this behavior as the client’s best attempt to
‘normalize’ the event or sometimes chronic abuse and his or her feelings about it at the time.  

‘Even though i had sex with multiple partners, i deeply and completely accept myself.  As crazy as it sounds, it
somehow helped me cope with the feelings i was having at the time.  i love and forgive myself.  i was doing the
best i could at the time.’

Another problem that victims of childhood sexual abuse may have is difficulty being in a relationship that would
generally include sex.  

They may try to:

1. Find ways of avoiding sex as much as possible; 

2. Find a partner with whom sex is generally not necessary, not possible, or not expected; 

3. Or submit to sex because they want to be perceived as ‘normal’.  

‘Even though i don’t like sex…’

‘Even though i don’t want to have sex…’ Or

‘Even though i hide my feelings about sex from my partner…’

‘Even though i hide my feelings about sex from myself…’

All of these are likely to lead to deeper feelings and more aspects to tap on.

Once you identify the client’s sexual attitude and their means of coping with it, use EFT to neutralize the feelings
they have developed about themselves.  As these feelings are released, more normal feelings will begin to show up.

Ask about general feelings such as guilt, fear, anger, sadness, shame, etc. related to the thoughts of abuse.

‘Even though i feel angry (sad, guilty, ashamed) about what has happened to me…’

Using EFT in this general way will often take you to deeper layers and/or specific events.

Special Notes about GUILT and SHAME
People who abuse others often blame the victim for their behavior and may threaten and intimidate the victim into
silence.  Survivors later feel ashamed and guilty about not doing something to stop the abuse or they continue to
feel responsible for it.  Self-blame creates guilt and shame and can add years of suffering.  

Because sexual abuse can occur in pleasure zones, the body can respond automatically to stimulation.  Pleasurable
physical sensations, lubrication or even orgasm can occur.  The survivor’s emotional reactions and physical
responses were not in sync which will cause confusion and intense negative feelings.  The person ends up feeling
guilty or ashamed because they experienced some good feelings at some point during the assault or molestation.
This is often the most difficult area for the client to work on and most clients do not bring it up.  Most likely, you will
need to approach the possibility of this aspect.  You can begin by talking about other survivors who experienced
moments of pleasurable sensations amidst the act of violence.  Hopefully this will open the door to doing some
tapping around this very difficult emotion.

Specific Events
There may be one event or many.  You may collapse the problem with one story or it may take several.  You can
reassure your client that if there are dozens and dozens of incidents, you will not have to go through every single



More Tapping Tips: Favourite Tapping Tips
From EFT Master Dr Carol Look

1. Opposite Hand Tapping: When tapping on yourself, use your non-dominant hand for a full day, then switch
back to your dominant hand, and back again the next day. You could also alternate from round to round of EFT.
in my personal opinion, alternating in this way is very helpful because it allows you to more fully integrate the
emotional material that you are working on. Of course, we usually favor one side, tending to be right-handed or
left-handed, so making use of the ‘other’ hand while tapping through emotional conflicts helps to more fully
neutralize the issues. (For those of you who do telephone sessions as either client or practitioner, switch the
phone from side to side regularly as well, so alternating ears are ‘hearing.’) 

Here is another variation… Cross Over Tapping: Cross your hands over each other when you tap – so your right
hand is tapping on your left side of your face and body, and your left hand is tapping on the right…at the same
time. Also, consider tapping while in different positions. Aren’t you always sitting down while tapping? Try
standing up when using EFT, try lying down, tap while you are rolled over on your side. notice if any new
material surfaces. Our bodies are brilliant, and have stored so much information for us. 

2. Argument Tapping: i love using this process with clients in a group setting, because most people find it
surprising and amusing and seem to get something of value out of it. When you are tapping, voice both sides of
an argument with another person around an issue of self-esteem or conflict about yourself. For instance, let’s say
your mother or father said you ‘wouldn’t amount to anything’…(or that ‘people like you can’t get wealthy’…or
that ‘people like you are never satisfied’…etc) Take both sides and argue the points while you tap, alternating the
sides with each consecutive point. For instance, start with the karate chop point, and say, Even though he said i
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one.  As most of the incidents are likely to be related to a general theme, they will have some connection with each
other and as one is resolved, others will resolve with it.  Sometimes you will come to this specific event in a
spontaneous and/or unexpected manner.  Other times the client will choose to confront the memory at a specific
session.  Use tapping to take the edge off before going into the story whenever necessary.  Begin tapping on very
general issues or address the specific issue in a very global way.  Listen to the client’s language and use it in your
phrasing. 

Do many rounds of tapping on generalities to reduce the discomfort of facing and remembering the details which
may be coming.  

‘Even though i don’t want to face this memory…’

‘Even though i don’t want to talk about this…’

‘Even though i feel upset at the idea of talking about this memory…’

if you have a history of childhood sexual abuse, i strongly suggest that you resolve your own issues before working
with anyone else who has this history.  You can be re-traumatized by other people’s stories and you will almost
certainly not be as effective as you otherwise could be for your client. 
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was no good and wouldn’t amount to anything, i choose to accept myself now anyway… Then move to the
regular sequence of points and tap as if you are arguing with another person as follows:

a) Eyebrow: You won’t amount to anything…

b) Side of Eye: Yes, i will…

c) Under Eye: no you won’t…

d) Under nose: Yes i will…

e) Chin: Don’t be ridiculous…

f) Collarbone: i’m smart enough…

g) Under Arm: Who are you kidding?

h) Top of Head: i know i can do it…

Be sure to follow how the argument is ‘looping’ in your memory, and vigorously argue both sides. This will help
chop down a lot of ‘trees in your forest.’ Proceed with other similar arguments. The Argument Tapping technique
is wonderful for the brain, for the emotional release, and i expect that the absurdity of it all will surface for many
of you and feel quite relieving. 

This is also useful for getting the tail enders into your tapping. The next variation of Argument Tapping is to
argue with yourself while tapping. When you are tapping and saying something positive, for instance, i know i
have what it takes to be successful…you might ‘hear’ a tail ender that says ‘no i don’t!’ Use whatever tail enders
that come up for you in your current round of EFT. So again, you are arguing, but this time with yourself…it
would sound like this:

a) Eyebrow: i have what it takes to be successful…

b) Side of Eye: no i don’t…

c) Under Eye: i am smart enough to figure this out…

d) Under nose: no i’m not!

e) Chin: Yes i am!

f ) Collarbone: no i’m not…

g) Under Arm: i accept my feelings…

h) Top of Head: i appreciate who i am…

3. Refusal Tapping: When you are using EFT, do one full round of Refusal Tapping to get over the issue you have
selected. We have all been told what to do, controlled on a regular basis, influenced by others and manipulated
all our lives, and when trying to change, it is very natural to experience an enormous amount of emotional
resistance. Part of us believes the change is threatening to our survival. Try giving this part of you a voice for a
change, and feel the relief of saying no! Don’t be surprised when this technique speeds up the change you were
intending. (i highly recommend using this Refusal Tapping technique is very helpful with chronic illnesses.) Your
round from the eyebrow point to the top of the head would proceed as follows:

a) Eyebrow: i refuse to give this up…

b) Side of Eye: Don’t even try to make me…

c) Under Eye: i am so happy i don’t have to get rid of this…



d) Under nose: i refuse to change…

e) Chin: You can’t make me…

f) Collarbone: Ha ha, i’m keeping this problem…

g) Under the Arm: You can’t make me get over this…

h) Top of the Head: i REFUSE TO LET gO OF THiS iSSUE.

4. Look in the Mirror: While tapping several rounds in a row, look into the mirror. This will help you in several areas.

a) This extra boost will encourage you to absorb the positive affirmation of the setup statement more fully (i
deeply and completely love and accept myself ).

b) it will help you when you need to use visualization instead of regular tapping if you are in a public place and
don’t feel free to tap on your face and body. You will now have a picture and corresponding memory of what
you look like when you tap.

c) This technique will allow you to see the subtle changes that occur in muscle tone, color and energy in your
face and body as you tap. Definitely make use of these clues.

5. Singing Affirmations (while you tap): You may either sing the entire round from negative to positive, or just
use singing on the second round when you are ‘installing’ the positive statements. As usual, i do the first round
focusing on the ‘problem’ and often switch during a second round (before doing Setup Statements again) to
more positive statements (such as Pat Carrington’s CHOiCES), goals, and intentions. So during this second round,
sing your affirmations instead of speaking them. This helps activate the right brain (which is why we use
humming in the 9-gamut procedure) and any time we are doing something to promote balance between our
two hemispheres of the brain, we are moving towards emotional and physical health.

6. Thank You Tapping: Do at least 3 rounds in a row while tapping on your ‘Thank You List.’ See below:

a) Eyebrow: Thank you god (Spirit, Universe, Higher Power, Source, Universal intelligence) for such an
abundance of loving friends in my life.

b) Side of Eye: Thank you god for bringing me the perfect clients for my business.

c) Under the Eye: Thank you god for resolving that disagreement so quickly.

d) Under the nose: Thank you god for bringing that wonderful miracle through me to my client who was in pain.

e) Chin: Thank you god for my vibrant health and energy.

f ) Collarbone: Thank you god for all the blessings i have in my life today.

g) Under Arm: Thank you god for bringing me such peace in my life.

h) Top of the Head: Thank you god for continued guidance and clarity on my path.

7. Guest Tapping: When you are tapping at home alone, wouldn’t you like some extra help? Choose your favorite
EFT practitioner, someone you want to give a test run, or gary Craig, and pretend he or she is tapping for and
with you. Picture it, feel it, hear their voice (you might have this in your head from a class or some of the videos).
This will help those of you who don’t think you’re good enough at tapping (even though you are…) and opens
up your treatment options tremendously. Allow your intuition to choose someone. And don’t be surprised when
the ‘guest tapper’ comes up with profoundly brilliant ideas!

8. Photo Tapping: Take out old family photos and identify feelings, themes, incidents and thoughts that were
going on when the pictures were taken. You might even take out your high school year book (since High School
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seems to be so fraught with conflicted feelings for many people…) and tap a few rounds while you are looking
at yourself. You may be shocked at how effective this is for bringing up emotions you thought had been
‘handled.’ Here are some options:

a) Look at yourself in the selected photo objectively, and use words as if you are treating someone else… Even
though he was feeling so vulnerable back then, he has a good heart and meant well…Even though he was so
scared back then, he’s a great person and has really matured.

b) Use the first person singular… Even though i was miserable during this time because of that incident, i deeply
and completely love and accept myself…Even though i was feeling so sad because of the rejection…Even
though i was confused…Even though i didn’t realize i was such a geek… J

c) Do the same for family members when you see them in the photos: Even though he was angry and said that
hurtful thing to me…i deeply and completely love and accept myself…Even though he was drunk in that
photo and i remember the fight we had, i choose to release the pain of it now and accept both of us.

9. Past Tense Tapping: After you have completed 2-3 rounds on whatever issue you have chosen, do a final round
in the past tense, feeling what it would feel like if you had completely gotten over the problem (even if you
haven’t yet). Communicating to yourself this way is very effective. Really FEEL the relief you feel now that it is
over!! This is critical.

a) Eyebrow: i am so grateful i got over this problem…

b) Side of Eye: i’m so relieved this is over…

c) Under Eye: i am so happy i am free of this conflict…

d) Under nose: it’s about time i got over that!

e) Chin: Finally, it is in my past where it belongs…

f) Collarbone: At last, relief and peace on this issue…

g) Under Arm: i so appreciate all the progress i have made…

h) Top of Head: Finally, i feel peace from that problem.

10. ‘You’ Tapping: While tapping on one of your own issues, use the ‘second person singular’ over and over again.
For example, setup statements at the karate chop point would be: Even though you made a mistake, you were
trying to do it right and are allowed not to be perfect…Even though you didn’t mean to hurt her, consider
accepting all of you and your feelings…Even though you don’t want to forgive yourself, try accepting your
feelings anyway. Then tap the sequence of points using ‘you’ as the subject:

a) Eyebrow: You made a mistake…

b) Side of Eye: So what?

c) Under Eye: You meant well…

d) Under the nose: You are human…

e) Chin: You don’t need to be perfect…

f) Collarbone: You are lovable anyway…

g) Under Arm: You are such a good person…

h) Top of head: You are totally lovable and worthy anyway.
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When EFT Doesn’t Seem to Work
By Stefan Gonick

When properly applied by an experienced practitioner, EFT has a very high success rate, usually over 90 percent.
However, the initial success rate for newcomers usually starts around 50 percent. When EFT doesn’t seem to be
working, one or more of the following factors are usually involved:

1. The Setup was not performed completely enough (Psychological Reversal) 

2. You are trying to apply EFT to more than one thing at a time 

3. The problem is being approached too generally or globally 

4. The problem is still not specific enough 

5. You need to get more clearly in touch with the issue 

6. Original memories need to be addressed first 

7. A second issue is interfering 

8. A ‘secondary gain’ (hidden benefit) is interfering 

9. A ‘blocking belief’ is interfering 

10. Your feelings about the issue are interfering 

11. A deeper issue is interfering 

12. You are switching aspects during the tapping 

13. Outside input is needed 

The Setup was not performed completely enough
The Setup is that procedure within The Basic Recipe that corrects for Psychological Reversal (PR). When PR is
present it blocks the whole process from working. So, if you aren’t getting anywhere, the first thing to try would be
to tap the Karate Chop point harder or rub the Sore Spot more vigorously while very emphatically saying the
affirmation (even yelling it).

You are trying to apply EFT to more than one thing at a time
EFT works by tuning into a problem, activating the associated energy disturbance, and tapping on the meridian
points to clear the disturbance. it is, therefore, very important to tune into only one problem at a time. Otherwise,
your attention will be split, the intended energy disturbance may not clearly be activated, and the tapping may not
work very well or at all. it is a common mistake for beginners to do this.

For example, a person may have carpal tunnel pain in both wrists. it might be tempting to tap on ‘even though i
have pain in my wrists’. This probably won't work very well. instead, you would need to tune into and treat each
wrist separately in order to get good results.

A corollary to this is that you may sometimes be accidentally trying to apply EFT to more than one thing at a time
without realizing it. This can happen when you are distracted and are thinking about something else while you are
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tapping on your problem. This can also happen when a second issue gets activated while attempting to address an
original issue, even if you are not overtly aware of it. Examples of this phenomenon will be discussed later in this
article.

The problem is being approached too globally
it is very important to be specific where you can. Some people tap on generalized anxiety (a very global problem)
and wonder why their results are either temporary or nonexistent. The reason is because global items such as
generalized anxiety, self image problems, persistent anger, childhood abuse, etc. are comprised of numerous
specific past events. The sum total of all of one's specific fears, rejections, traumas, guilt, etc. evolve into such global
problems as generalized anxiety and self image problems.

Approaching the problem too globally is a fairly common error by newcomers. Usually we need to break a global
issue down into its specific parts and neutralize each of them independently.

For example, let’s say that a woman experienced repeated physical abuse by her father. Tapping on ‘even though
my father physically abused me’ probably won't work very well. instead, it would be important to tap on specific
individual memories of his physical abuse, one at a time. Fortunately, after clearing some of those memories, the
EFT ‘generalization effect’ kicks in and neutralizes all of the rest of them.

The problem is still not specific enough
Sometimes you think that you are being specific when you still aren't being specific enough. For instance, say you
had a fight with your boss during the day and you were left feeling very angry. So, you get home and try to tap on
‘even though i am very angry at my boss’. That sounds pretty specific, doesn't it? it's not a global issue, and it is
naming a specific feeling. it may possibly even work. if it doesn't, you will want to get more specific about the issue.
What specifically are you angry about? ‘Even though i am angry that my boss didn't acknowledge my good efforts’
may be much more effective.

Often, getting more specific in this way will also remind you of similar early experiences in your life. Those early
experiences may be the true root of the intensity of your current feelings. Addressing those early memories may
heal the real issue once and for all. it also may be necessary to treat them first in order to get relief from your
current upset (see the section ‘Original memories need to be addressed first’ later in this article).

You need to get more clearly in touch with the issue 
When EFT doesn't seem to be working at all or very well, it may be that you are not clearly enough in touch with
the issue. One of the first things that i try when EFT doesn't seem to be working is to get even more specific about
what i am tapping on. For example, i was helping a friend with her addiction to Coca Cola. We started with gary’s
classic ‘even though i crave this Coke.’ After a couple of shortcut sequences her craving only went down from a 10
to a 9.5 (not very satisfying). i then asked her what she specifically craved and/or loved about drinking Coke. She
said that she loved how the flavor burst over her tongue. So, we tapped on ‘even though i love how the flavor
bursts over my tongue,’ and her craving went down by 2 points. We ultimately had to tap on five different aspects of
what she loved about drinking Coke in order to get to a 0. getting minutely specific in this way helps the person
get more clearly in touch with their experience of the issue so that the energy disturbance is more accessible and
amenable to tapping.

Another general way to help a person to get more clearly in touch with an issue includes asking her how she
experiences the issue in her body. gary often asks the question ‘how do you know that you are at an 8’ as a way to
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get at the bodily experience of the issue. This is so helpful that i start all of my tapping sessions with the question,
‘how are you experiencing that issue in your body?’

You can also invite the person to get in touch with more aspects of the issue at the beginning. For instance, if the
person describes the problem without mentioning any emotions, you can ask what emotions he is feeling when
thinking about the issue. The more thoroughly a person is in touch with the problem being tapped on, the better
EFT works. 

Original memories need to be addressed first
Sometimes, when we try to apply EFT to feelings about a current upset, it works fine. When this is not the case, it
usually means that today's ‘charge’ is really due to earlier similar formative experiences in our past. in that case, EFT
usually works better and faster by applying it to those earlier experiences first. Then the current experience will
either already have been cleared up or be amenable to clearing with tapping. You can look for early memories by
asking yourself what the current situation reminds you of from your past. For instance, consider the example above
where the person was angry that his boss didn't acknowledge his good efforts. is it possible that his father and/or
mother didn't acknowledge his good efforts? Might there be significant pain associated with those experiences?
Clearing those memories will go a long way to clearing the upset with the boss.

A second issue is interfering
Another consideration when EFT doesn't seem to work is to look for another issue that is hiding beneath or
associated with the presenting problem. This is the presumption i make when i am making no progress after
getting more specific and more fully in touch with the issue. i start looking for interfering issues. in this case, the
second issue usually needs to be addressed first before progress can be made on the original issue. The presence of
the second issue may simply be a distraction, splitting your attention, or it could represent an issue in conflict with
the original issue. various types of interfering secondary issues will be discussed in the following sections.

A ‘secondary gain’ (hidden benefit) is interfering
A secondary gain is present when there is a ‘hidden benefit’ or ‘hidden loss’ to having or retaining the original issue.
Examples of secondary gain include, ‘this issue keeps me safe,’ ‘i don't have to risk failure,’ ‘i get to avoid doing
certain things by having this issue,’ and so on. Once you identify the secondary gain, you can tap on that directly.
You should then be able to clear the original issue or problem more easily.

An example of this might be a woman struggling with weight loss. A hidden benefit of being over-weight might be
that it ‘protects’ her from unwanted sexual attention. Her fear of unwanted sexual attention will have to be
addressed first before weight-loss issues can be successfully addressed.

A blocking belief is interfering
This is similar to the concept of secondary gains in that another issue is interfering with making progress on the
current issue. So far, every time a new person has contacted me with the story that she/he has not been successful
applying EFT to his/her own problems, there has been a blocking belief interfering. Once we identify and clear the
blocking belief, EFT works swimmingly. Examples of blocking beliefs include, ‘nothing will help me,’ ‘i'm afraid that i
am doing this wrong,’ ‘i don't deserve to get over my problems,’ ‘i can never get over my problems,’ and so on. 
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Your feelings about the issue are interfering
Sometimes our feelings about the issue we are trying to work on interfere with making progress. For instance, i was
working with a yoga teacher with pain in her hip. Her pain level initially went down from an 8 to a 6 but wouldn't
go any lower after two more rounds of tapping. i asked her how she felt about the pain in her hip. She said that she
felt like an idiot for having this injury since she’s a yoga teacher with great flexibility. We then tapped on ‘even
though i feel like an idiot for having this injury’ and her pain dropped to a 3 after just one round.

Another example was when i was working with a client on an emotional issue without initial progress. i asked her
how she felt about having the issue. She said that she felt shame about having the issue. We tapped on the shame
first, and then progress on the original issue went smoothly.

A deeper issue is interfering
Specific categories of issues interfering with EFT were covered in earlier sections (i.e., issues of secondary gain and
blocking beliefs). However, there are many types of deeper issues that can interfere with a current issue. Larger
issues generally arise from upsetting experiences early in life. When an important issue is ‘hiding’ behind a lesser
presenting issue, the whole process seems to falter. This is because the real issue is not being addressed. You might
try simply asking yourself, ‘if there was a larger emotional issue here, what might it be?’ if your first response is, ‘i
don't know’, then just guess. You'll either be right or uncover another important issue to work on. Then, try tapping
on the larger emotional issue by clearing painful memories associated with it. Finding deeper issues on one’s own,
however, can sometimes be hard. That’s where a good practitioner can be helpful.

You are switching aspects during the tapping
it is sometimes the case that you are actually making good progress even though the level of upset stays high. This
can happen when there are multiple aspects to the issue and as each aspect is cleared, another one comes up.
Check to see if the part that was originally bothering you still does. it may be that you are now focusing on a
different aspect. if so, then EFT is working fine. You just need to clear each aspect that comes up until you are done.

Here’s an example. Suppose a person still exhibits trauma symptoms from an auto accident 20 years ago. When
asked what bothers them about the accident the person says, ‘The headlights!! The headlights!! i can still see them
coming at me.’ EFT is then applied to the headlight emotion and the person is then asked if the accident still
bothers them. The person says, ‘Yes.’

Unless one investigates further here, it would appear that the person is making no progress and that EFT ‘didn't
work.’ if, instead, the person is asked, ‘Do the headlights still bother you?’ the typical response will be something
like, ‘no, but i can still hear the screams in the car.’ Do you hear another aspect? Sure. now it is the screams in the
car. Once that is relieved you may run into other aspects such as guilt for going too fast, anger at the other driver,
etc. Each one needs to be cleared. 
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The Pros and Cons of Phone EFT
By EFT Master Patricia Carrington, PhD

i receive a number of emails each week requesting referrals to EFT practitioners in the writer’s vicinity or
bemoaning the fact that they live in some remote area where there is no EFT practitioner for them.  These prevalent
inquiries are an indication that the belief that EFT counselling or therapy must be conducted in person to be
effective is still very common – and this despite the fact that the large majority of EFT practitioners are finding
telephone EFT to be an extremely valuable modality. 

in fact i recently made a count of the EFT practitioners on gary Craig’s practitioner list who say that they do EFT by
telephone (as well as in person) and discovered that 87% of the practitioners listed there indicated that they supply
this service.  This is a very high percentage and agrees closely with the figures i derived from the practitioner
listings on the EFT Certificate of Completion practitioner list (which of course overlaps gary's list considerably so
the two cannot really be considered separately).  What's more, a careful perusal of the listings showed that these
high percentages do not differ for practitioners in north America compared to the 32 other countries listed.  it
seems probable that the majority of EFT practitioners in the world now offer telephone therapy.  Why is this so?

The answer is that these practitioners have found that telephone sessions are every bit as effective as in-person
sessions, and in certain instances may be even more effective – i'll speak about this in a moment, but first let me
turn to the few identified disadvantages that they have.

Limitations of EFT Telephone Sessions 
There are several reasons why EFT telephone sessions may not be useful in certain instances:

l Some people dislike talking over the phone, or cannot for some reason (e.g. speech problems, hearing
impairment, physical weakness or infirmity etc.)

l Some issues are particularly difficult to treat over the phone (e.g. ADD or ADHD, certain types of depression, and
the like).  Even practitioners, who work over the telephone for most issues, may insist upon seeing the client in
person for others.

l Some conditions involve a physical risk are best treated in person.  Clients prone to seizures or who have some
other physical condition which might be exacerbated temporarily by strong emotions during therapy should
probably work in the actual presence of an experienced EFT practitioner.

l Children under the age of 14 and teenagers between the ages of 14 and 20 may require the physical presence of
an EFT practitioner who can establish rapid rapport and inspire confidence when seen in person, but cannot do
so readily over the phone. 

l Most insurance carriers will not cover any kind of therapy or counselling sessions conducted over the telephone,
even if they are with licensed practitioners.  nOTE:  When considering the lack of insurance coverage, notice that
the course of EFT is often much briefer than that of conventional talk therapy thereby saving money in the long
run.

l Clients can occasionally forget a scheduled telephone session because they have not had to travel to an office for
it.  For this reason most EFT practitioners charge for a missed telephone session unless it is for emergency reasons.

Aside from these limitations, there are major benefits to EFT telephone therapy that should be considered by
anyone contemplating working with an EFT practitioner who is at a distance from their home.
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Benefits of EFT Telephone Sessions
l if you are considering working with an EFT practitioner, being willing to use telephone sessions greatly extends

the number of qualified EFT practitioners available to you. it allows you to select from a much wider list of EFT
practitioners than those in your immediate vicinity, including some of the acknowledged leaders in the field.

l Telephone sessions provide considerable savings in terms of time and cost of traveling and give you much
greater flexibility in scheduling than do office visits. Also, many people find it of great benefit to schedule an EFT
session in their own home rather than having to travel to another location and for that reason alone prefer them.
For example, i work with some clients who live at a distance of no more than 45 minutes (by car) from my office,
certainly a drivable distance, but who prefer to schedule most of their sessions by phone.

l Telephone sessions tend to improve concentration on the issue at hand. They often result in a greater focus than
is possible in an office setting where many visual distractions occur. visual distractions of any kind are entirely
absent in a session over the phone, unless the client's own environment is disruptive (i do not encourage clients
to be using EFT on the phone while caring for a demanding infant at the same time – it just doesn't work!)  Also,
some clients prefer phone sessions because they feel that the intensity of rapport between themselves and their
practitioner is greater when the EFT session is conducted over the phone.

l The fact that the EFT session occurs in the client’s own home (or another familiar environment) can result in
greater generalization of its effects to their everyday life. Often EFT seems to carry over into daily life more readily
and they can see it work immediately after they have tapped on that issue in their own home.

l EFT sessions over the phone can allow EFT to be applied right on the spot, something usually not possible when
treatment is in the office (see for example my article on this site entitled ‘Using EFT over the phone for on-the-spot
issues‘ in which i tell how i used EFT with a client by having her carry her cell phone with her and talk to me under
conditions which ordinarily would have caused her to panic).  i have used telephone therapy for clients using their
cell phones for such conditions as fear of driving, fear of flying, fear of heights and many other phobias.  i find it
invaluable to be able to lead the client through EFT while they are actually in the feared circumstances.

How Are Phone Sessions Conducted?
Usually the client telephones the practitioner and the tapping is done while the client holds the phone with one
hand and taps with the other, or they may use a speakerphone or headphones.  Sometimes the client has to lie on a
couch or bed with the phone propped up on their shoulder to do this, however clients rarely report difficulty
tapping while talking on the phone.  if they do, they put down the phone temporarily, and then resume talking to
the practitioner after completing each round of EFT.

Telephone sessions are usually either paid for by credit card at the time of the appointment or directly following it,
or by a check sent to the practitioner before the appointment, or through PayPal.  Telephone sessions cost exactly
the same as office visits since they require the same investment of time and the same degree of expertise on the
part of the practitioner.

My Recommendations
Don’t hesitate to try using EFT by telephone. if you are considering EFT telephone therapy, counselling or coaching
but are not sure if it's for you, you may want to schedule one or two actual telephone sessions with the practitioner
of your choice.  Consider these ‘trial sessions’, although you may well benefit from them at the same time.  You are
likely to be very surprised at how convenient and effective they are!
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n EFT & Chasing the Pain

EFT is effective for pain. Begin with what is most present for the client. This can be:

l Physical sensations

l Underlying emotions

l Surface emotions

l incidents related to pain

You can also ask the client to describe the pain in colours, shapes, sizes, textures, sounds and
sensations and tap on these. Ask “i know that part of your body can’t speak – if it could speak
what would it say?’ “How does that make you feel?’ ‘On a scale of 1 to 10 what number would
you give the emotion where 10 is high intensity.” You can also use a timeline to discover when
the pain started and what was going on in their life? When the pain occurs and what
specifically happens? if you have rapport with your client you can get playful:

l Who is the pain in the neck?

l Who is the pain in the back?

With pain it is common for the pain to move around the body – this is called chasing the pain.
When this happens keep tapping with information from the new locations using their specific
description and language. For example:

‘Even though I have this dull headache, I deeply and completely accept myself.’

‘Even though I have this headache in my right temple....’

‘Even though I have this pain at the base of my skull....’

‘Even though I have this headache on the left side of my head....’

Eventually the pain will resolve. You can ask:

l What does your body want to communicate with you?

l What is the underlying message from the pain?

l What are you avoiding or not listening to?

With pain ask the
client to be specific

in describing the
pain with SUD

score and notice
any changes,

including if the
pain moves

Example of a Timeline for pain

Write down all the previous experiences and relationships with pain. note down events, people or situations that may
be related to the pain. This timeline can be used for illness, relationship issues, career challenges and weight projects. 

0 years Present day

18 years 
Had an

accident

35 years
increased pain
due to father’s

passing

Present day
Chronic daily

back-pain
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There are many
doors that can be
opened – use the

skills that feels
most appropriate

at the time

n EFT ‘Doors to Explore’

Over the years we have developed many EFT approaches for solving the healing puzzle. They
have become ‘Doors to Explore’ and represent a wide variety of possibilities for applying EFT.
With serious diseases you may get lucky and achieve impressive results by entering only one
door. However, in many cases you may need to explore every door, and perhaps discover new
ones. You may meet with failure on the first four or five doors, but with persistence you may
find success with the sixth, seventh and eighth doors.

Below is a list of our current EFT doors.  They are not in any particular order and should be
used in whatever order seems appropriate for a given client.

Daily tapping: This is vital for serious diseases because it creates much-needed follow-up on
the part of the client. Ten to twenty rounds of EFT tapping should be performed daily to keep
the body's subtle energies flowing freely. An easy way for the client to remember to tap is to
associate it with daily activities. For example, do rounds of tapping (1) just before eating, (2)
when using the bathroom, (3) when turning the Tv on and off (4) when getting in and out of
the car, and so on.

Tapping directly on the symptoms: For example, start EFT with ‘Even though i have this
numbness in my left hand...’ This will often give symptomatic relief. if not, assume there are
emotional drivers behind it and ask: ‘if there was an emotional reason for this symptom, what
could it be?’

Approach the symptoms through metaphors: For example, ask: ‘What does the disease look
like inside your body?’ or ‘What does your doctor tell you is going on?’ Then apply EFT for that
metaphor. For example, ‘Even though it feels like i have glue in my finger joints....’ You can also
create a fairy tale story.

Sneaking up on the problem: Use this when you expect underlying emotional issues to be
unusually intense. Use global statements at first such as: ‘Even though i have all these
problems...’ and gradually get more specific until you end up with a specific issue such as ‘Even
though Dad hit me at my birthday party when i was eight...’

Personal Peace Procedure: This is most useful for client homework. it involves making a long
list of every bothersome specific event you can think of and using EFT on a daily basis to
collapse them. The more negativity that can be removed the greater the chance of personal
peace. 

Emphasizing or Yelling: Sometimes it is necessary to get clients more involved with their
issue. This can often be accomplished by having them strongly emphasize – or YELL – the
Setup Statements and Reminder Phrases, and can turn a ‘going-nowhere’ session into a
productive one.

Questioning:  Here are some questions that may help in getting to core issues:

l if there was an emotional contributor to that symptom, what could it be?

l if you had life to live over again, what person or event would you prefer to skip?

l What would it be like to have none of your symptoms?

l What benefits are you getting from this illness?

l What would you have to give up if your illness went away?

l Who or what are you most angry at?
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l Why might you deserve this illness? 

Testing: This is a very important step, because without it both you and your client can
erroneously think you are done. Whenever feasible, i try to re-enact a bothersome memory
OR have the client vividly imagine it and TRY to get upset OR have the client bend, move or do
whatever is necessary to bring back the symptom (without damaging themselves, of course).
in the process i am looking for aspects or related issues that still need attention.

Humour: Laughter can be used to help clients make new associations regarding the severity
of any emotional issues they may have. it is also a form of testing, because if a client can now
laugh or smile at a trauma, fear, etc. you know you have made good progress. On the other
hand, if the humour is met with scowls or intense reactions you know you have more work to
do.

Imagine perfect health and observe tail enders: This is a good method for finding subtle
emotional issues that tend to keep the ailment around. Ask the client to vividly imagine
themselves in perfect health (i.e. completely without their symptoms) and then ask him or her
to listen or look for the ‘tail enders’ or ‘yes buts’ that show up in self-talk. These tail enders are
often clues to the real impediments to healing.  

Reframing within the Setup procedure – THROUGH you, not BY you: Reframing is a
procedure often used within conventional talk therapy to help a client see their issue through
different, healthier glasses.  i find that reframes land MUCH more solidly if done while tapping,
and thus i use the Setup portion of the EFT procedure not only to correct psychological
reversal but to also establish useful reframes.  During this process i get myself out of the way
and rely on internal guidance that allows me to apply healing that goes THROUgH me but is
not done BY me.  Everyone has the intuitive ability to do this.  Success, however, depends on
truly trusting that intuition.  

The Choices Method:  This innovative adjustment to the EFT process was created by Dr.
Patricia Carrington.  it injects positive direction into the method by using Setup Statements of
the form, ‘Even though i have ...,  i choose ... .’ 

n Legal Requirements for Clients With Medical Conditions

1. it is the responsibility of Members to be acquainted with and to comply with the Laws of
the Local Country, as they apply to the practice of EFT.  Overseas Members must abide by
the laws of the country in which they practice.

2. Members must not claim to cure cancer or venereal diseases.

3. Check your local legal requirements. For example, in the United Kingdom is permissive.
That is, one can do anything not prescribed by Law.  There are a few areas were the Law
would prevent an EFT therapist from taking certain actions and these include:

a) Where patient's symptoms indicate that they may have a notifiable disease they must
refer the patients to their Doctor/gPs.  By the nature of EFT few patients will exhibit
symptoms of notifiable disease, but for Members' convenience they are listed below.

b) Attendance at childbirth must only be with the informed consent of the patient and the
hospital.

c) Where patient's records, including names and addresses, are stored on a computer,
Members are legally obliged to register under the Data Protection Act 1984.

Comply with any
local legal

requirements
when working

with clients
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4. in general, no member may use the title ‘Doctor’ or ‘Physician’, unless registered as such by
the general Medical Council.  if a member is entitled to use these titles, it can be used only
with a qualifying addition, which makes it clear that the member is not a medically
qualified doctor.

5. Members must comply with Local Council Regulations and the advice of the Environmental
Health Officer regarding the provision of adequate facilities, such as heating, lighting,
ventilation, toilets, electrical installations, smoke alarms and fire extinguishers.

6. Working conditions must be arranged so as to protect the safety of the public and those
people working on the premises.

7. Members' premises must comply with the requirements of the Shops & Offices Act 1963,
which require, amongst other matters, that a First Aid Kit be available at all times.

8. A regular review of the facilities and working practices should be carried out to ensure that
they comply with current standards.  Members should be aware of their responsibilities
under Health and Safety legislation (Health & Safety at Work Act 1974) whether as
employers, employee or self-employed.

9. get your professional liability and personal indemnity insurance before working with
clients. 

Notifiable Diseases as at October 1st 1988
l Under the Public Health (Control of Diseases) Act 1984: Cholera, Plague, Relapsing Fever,

Smallpox, Typhus

l Under the Public Health (infectious Diseases) Regulation 1988: Acute encephalitis, acute
poliomyelitis, anthrax, diphtheria, dysentery (amoebic or bacillary), leprosy, leptospirosis,
malaria, measles, meningitis, meningococcal septicemia (without meningitis), mumps,
ophthalmic meonatorum, paratyphoid fever, rabies, rubella, scarlet fever, tetanus,
tuberculosis, typhoid fever, viral hemorrhage fever, viral hepatitis, whooping cough, yellow
fever.

Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS)
AiDS is not a statutorily notifiable disease.  instead doctors are urged to participate in a
voluntary confidential reporting scheme.  AiDS cases should be reported on a special AiDS
clinical report form in a strict medical confidence to the Director, PHLS Communicable Disease
Surveillance Centre, 61 Colindale Avenue, London, nW9 5EQ.  Advice about the reporting of
cases may be obtained from CDSC 01 - 200 6868 or locally from physicians in genitourinary
medicine and infectious disease physicians.

Summary of Legal Points
l You must not claim to be able to CURE cancer or venereal disease

l Be aware of notifiable Diseases (AiDS is a special case)

l You must not attend childbirth

l Comply with the Data Protection Act

l Do not use the terms ‘Doctor’ or ‘Physician’ to describe yourself

l Comply with local council regulations
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l Make sure your premises comply with Health & Safety at Work regulations

l Make sure your premises comply with the Shops & Offices Act

l get insurance to be able to work with clients

n Summary of Key EFT Level 2 Techniques

Movie Technique and Tearless Trauma Technique
How can you know that a client is about to present a trauma?

1. The words they are likely to use are:

l  'i was terrified’ 

l  'i was so shocked, deeply shocked, stunned'

l  ‘it really upset me’

l  ‘i am so hurt’

l  ‘i was really, really frightened’ 

l  ‘i’m absolutely furious, i was pissed off’

l  ‘i just feel numb' (a delete button has been pressed on the experience)

When clients use words like furious/pissed off this is a cover for the emotions of loss, sadness,
pain, and deep hurt. it can also represent blame and self-judgement as an aspect of abuse
trauma in which the client feels that they themselves are wrong, or that something is wrong
with them and it was their fault that they attracted the abuse. This frequently results in deep
feelings of negative self-judgement and degrees of guilt attached to an inability to forgive the
self.

2. The bodily reactions they are likely to present are:

l  reddening of the neck

l  holding or irregular breath 

l  withdrawing into their defensive body mode

l  stiffness of shoulders etc

l  tears 

l lack of eye contact 

l  numbness exhibited as inability to talk or articulate 

When a client presents this sort of reaction and/or language, the Movie Technique or Tearless
Trauma Technique is appropriate. 

Begin: ‘if you could name this movie, what would you call it?’

Begin tapping gently (together or on the client depending on what the client prefers) and
explore the trauma movie in a general way, keeping the client feeling safe.  The opening
statement would begin:
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‘Even though i’ve had this (insert name) movie running a long, long time, i deeply and
completely love and accept myself’ 

OR

‘Even though this movie is relatively fresh, i deeply and completely love and accept myself’

Continue general tapping whilst saying this Setup Statement.

Suggest to the client that there is a set of curtains on the wall they are facing. Ask them to
describe the colour, design and fabric of these curtains to you. Suggest to the client that these
curtains are tightly closed and will remain so until and if they feel ready during the course of
the session. The curtains act as a safety barrier between the client and the trauma. 

next, invite the client to set the movie up to run on the wall they are facing. in the event of a
serious trauma they may wish to run the movie outside the room or even outside the building.
The distance between the client and the movie is for them to decide. 

This is the dissociation technique, allowing the client to witness the trauma rather than relive
it again in an associated way, which only serves to strengthen the trauma.

Remind the client that they are in charge of opening the curtains, which will remain firmly
closed until they are ready during the session to open them as far as they feel comfortable
with.

All the time you are continuing with the gentle tapping, which is holding the safe space. Then
ask the client:

‘And in your movie, how many peaks of emotion are there? How many upsets are in your
movie?’

Continue the general tapping and ask how long the movie would run: is it one movie, or
perhaps Part 1? Your client’s movie may last minutes or hours.

‘And if you could run that movie, how long would it run for?’

Continue tapping and ask if your client feels safe enough to look at the movie.

‘And do you feel safe enough to look at the smallest crescendo in the movie?’

Your client will answer Yes, nO or that they feel unsafe, or give you some other verbal
indication related to the movie. Continue tapping for a round using the words they give you,
e.g. 'not safe', 'too painful' etc. Remember to get a SUDs level for their feeling.

Using your intuition, continue tapping until you feel it is time to ask the client if they can look
at that smallest peak yet, and if other words came up, tap round on the emotion/word.

‘And are you feeling safe enough yet to open the curtains and look at the smallest crescendos,
even just opening the curtains a very tiny way? if you don’t feel safe yet, that’s absolutely fine.’

Remember to get a SUDs level of the unsafe feeling if it comes up again, and aim to get this
down before asking again if they are ready to view one of these peaks. As the words shift, tap
the new words; e.g. fear, anger, shock, pain etc. Remember that anger is an emotion that can
cover deeper feelings of hurt and/or pain like protective armour.

it is important to remember SUDs testing on all aspects of emotion as they arise and bring
these down before asking client if they wish to view the movie again. Remember to work with
any peaks not resolved, as these need to be brought down before inviting the client to watch
the full movie again. Keep testing until the client finally feels safe enough to run the movie.
Then remind them that they are safe, that they can open curtains a little, just for a peek, or a
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bit more, or completely: it’s their choice, their curtains, their film. Continue to reassure them of
their safety and continue to tap; you could hold the gamut point as you assure them of their
safety (holding the 9 gamut release any remaining emotional shock and balances).

Remind them that if they wish to stop the movie at any time they can stop it: they are in
control, it’s just a movie and they can stop it any time if they want to. if any negativity comes
up whilst the movie is being played remember to pause the movie, take the SUDs level and to
tap that down before continuing.

Double check for any emotions left by asking the client how they feel and tapping them
down. This technique is all about patience and persistence. Test...Test...Test.

When appropriate, ask the client: 

‘Would you be willing to tell me the story?’ 

This is the final test, and if the client is willing that is great. However, if you are running out of
time and there are any emotions remaining from this session, tell the client that you have e.g.
10 minutes left then proceed to the Box technique below.

The Box Technique
Ask your client to imagine a box somewhere in their mind and to describe it to you. Explain
that it has a firm lock on it and that they have the key, which they keep about their person. in
the lid of this box is a funnel. it’s a one way funnel, and all the remaining emotions and
feelings can be poured into this funnel and into the box that is so securely locked, and that we
can open this box the next time at the next session if they are willing. 

Alternatively, tap using the basic sequence whilst telling the client’s subconscious mind that
it’s time to close down and keep all these unresolved issues safe. This ensures that the
subconscious mind will store these feelings safely until it’s time to address them in a safe way
at another session.

in some cases the client may not be able to take this suggestion and run with it, so ask them
to describe to you what imagery suits them in this situation and follow their suggestion.

Remember to hold the safe space; keep the general tapping going or hold the gamut point as
appropriate; remember to test the SUDs; and most importantly, do not forget that you are
facilitating the client’s experience. Do not lead the client – remember to pick up and run with
their words.         

This is a very powerful and empowering experience for the client, and as their facilitator the
importance of holding a safe place and lowering the SUDs level is paramount.    

Working with Addictions 
never challenge addictive behaviour directly. Plenty of people have said to your addictive
client ‘Don’t do that’, and they will only get defensive if you say it too. Accept the behaviour,
whatever it is, without judgement, and seek to be an emotional detective.

APPRoACh 1: ThE CRAving

A good starting point in working with addictions is to explore the client’s experience of
needing the behaviour of substance. Ask ‘What does it feel like when you want it?’ ‘Can you get
that feeling now?’ Then do a few rounds of EFT. Ask them ‘Will that feeling still come back?’
Keep tapping until they can’t get the feeling. Test with the substance if you can. Teach them
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how to do EFT for themselves and suggest that they repeat the tapping frequently (for
smokers, every hour; less often for others) for the next few days. They need to be well
motivated to do this.

APPRoACh 2: ThE TRiggERS 

‘When do you most want to do that?’ ‘Where are you when you get tempted?’ Do several
rounds of EFT on the main triggers, having them first vividly imagine being in that situation.
Test by vividly imagining the trigger and noticing the changed response.

APPRoACh 3: ThE iMPliCiT EMoTion

‘How do you feel emotionally when you want it?’ ‘What is it in your life that makes you feel like
that?’ People often use addictive behaviours as a short-term tranquilliser of strong emotions: ‘i
feel angry so i drink’, ‘i feel nervous so i smoke’. Use EFT on the situations that give rise to the
emotions. You can also use EFT on the client’s feelings about the behaviour, and use the
Choices method to install more useful affirmations.

APPRoACh 4: MEMoRiES AnD TRAuMA 

Ask when the behaviour started and what was going on in their lives at the time. What started
as a way of coping with difficult times may now persist as a bad habit. Use the Movie
technique or the Tell the Story technique to neutralise any intense memories. 

Family rules can lead to addictive behaviour. Ask about other members of the family or the
family culture regarding the behaviour and use EFT on whatever arises.

APPRoACh 5: SEEing ThE FuTuRE

Often if behaviour has persisted for some time, the person cannot see a future without it. Look
for blocking beliefs, such as ‘it’s not safe for me to get better’. Tap on the client’s doubts, fears
and uncertainties, and help them to see that they are creating their own future.

APPRoACh 6: PERSiSTEnCE 

Although traumatic memories and triggered emotions are usually cleared with one EFT
session, addictive behaviour requires persistence. A craving may disappear with EFT only to
return within hours (cigarettes) a day (alcohol) or months (chocolate). As the EFT is repeated,
the craving returns less strongly and takes longer to return. Remember that each person is
different.

EFT for Physical Symptoms
EFT can effectively clear emotion held as muscle tension, and this in itself may be sufficient to
clear a symptom. Symptoms can also be thought of as the body-mind’s expression of distress.
Check that the person has seen a doctor, and if not, encourage them to seek medical advice.

APPRoACh 1: SEnSATionS AnD FEElingS 

Use EFT on the sensations of the symptom. get your client to describe how s/he experiences it
now in simple, sensory and non-medical words. Ask ‘How would a child tell you about that
sensation?’ Use descriptive words for pain such as burning, sharp, dull, edgy, throbbing, hard,
etc. Ask ‘How does that make you feel?’ Often people feel sad, angry, anxious or even guilty
about their pain. Use several rounds of the whole basic recipe on the sensations and feelings.
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APPRoACh 2: TRAuMA

Treat trauma: if someone developed seemingly unrelated symptoms after a car crash, being
made redundant or a similar shock, use a trauma approach to reduce the intensity to zero. Ask
‘What happened in your life in the months before that symptoms started?’ or ‘if that symptom
was trying to draw your attention to something in your life, what would it be?’

APPRoACh 3: TRiggERS

Look for triggers or allergic responses. Are there circumstances in which the symptom is
aggravated? Are there times or places where it clears up? What brings it back? Use EFT on the
problem circumstances or substances. 

APPRoACh 4: iMPliCiT EMoTion

What is the emotional implicit in the symptom? is it an angry symptom, or a sad one? if your
symptom could speak, what would it say? if you are familiar with gestalt two-chair work you
could have the person talk to the symptom, and tap on whatever emerges. if they have a
doctor’s diagnosis tap on the imagery of the diagnosis.

APPRoACh 5: PERSiSTEnCE

Physical symptoms often require persistence, and a lot of it. Tapping can be made into a 3x20-
minute-sessions-a-day habit.

The Palace of Possibilities
We are born in a palace of many, many rooms and we are free to go anywhere.

Then people come along and they write on the walls

l People like us don’t do that

l You can’t be trusted with money

l Don’t talk to strangers

l Big boys don’t cry

l Little girls don’t climb trees

l Don’t get excited or you will get disappointed

l Don’t get above your station 

And we write on the walls too...

l if i speak up people will laugh at me 

l Clever girls are unpopular better to act daft

l Daddy wont love me if i fail

l Feelings hurt

l i must be quiet or Mummy will drink too much

And we close off rooms and floors of our Palace 

As we experience life… we write on walls 
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We don’t just learn ABC and 123 we learn how to be safe both emotionally and physically in
our family, our community, our culture, our world and we write those learning’s on our walls.

Then we constantly consult what’s written on our walls and our consistence thoughts become
our reality.

‘Think what you’ve always thought and you’ll get what you’ve always gotten’

‘Yesterdays thoughts have created your present. Today’s thoughts are creating your future.’

Just because you were like that once and thought like that once does not mean that you have
to be that and think that now and forever. The writings on your walls are fiction and you don’t
have to believe them,

it’s written in chalk! 
Rub it off! 
Replace it with your choices!
Be, think, have the life of your choice!

Tapping for Yourself
The simplicity of EFT enables us to be both client and practitioner

Do whatever works for you. Here are some suggestions:

l Make an appointment with yourself – or tap as the emotion arises 

l Be persistent with physical issues and make tapping a daily habit

l Keep a notebook and write down triggers, memories, and writings on your wall to address
later. Or use art and draw, paint or play and tap on what comes

l Record your SUDs to avoid the Apex effect

l Speak out loud so that you both think your words and hear them, using two different parts
of the brain

l Work with a mirror so that you both feel yourself and see yourself 

l Find a quiet, safe and private place to be your own practitioner, for example the bathroom,
your parked car

l Apply the Personal Peace Procedure

l Sometimes you may not notice the changes you have made, or they may have a delayed
effect

EFT by Telephone
l The client needs to know the tapping points before the tapping session starts. Teach them

over the phone or send a diagram

l Can be done at any time, especially useful when the problem is immediate, such as a panic
attack

l no need for the client to drive to an appointment

l The practitioner can do it from his/her home

l Telephone work greatly expands the geographical area from which the practitioner can
accept clients
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n EFT Level 2 Case Study Guidelines

These guidelines have been written as a form of reference so that you can comply with your
obligations in submitting case studies according to the vitality Living College international
regulations. 

in these guidelines you will find information and forms on: 

1. Preparing a case study

2. information on the case study requirements for Practitioner and Advanced Practitioner
level

3. A recording form for case studies 

4. A sample case study at Practitioner level 

5. Case study guidance request form 

Preparing a Case Study 
1. background information 

The first section of your case study will present your client’s basic background. You can
include factors such as age, gender, work, health status, mental health history, drug and
alcohol history, life difficulties, goals and coping skills etc.

2. Description of the Presenting Problem 

in the next section of your case study, you will describe the problem or symptoms that the
client presents with. Describe any physical, emotional or sensory symptoms reported by
the client. Thoughts, feelings and perceptions related to the symptoms should also be
noted. 

Any screening tools (PHQ9, gAD, HAD, SUD etc) or diagnostic assessments that are used
should also be described in detail and all scores reported. 

Use of intake questionnaire and clarity of the problem the client wants to resolve.

3. Assessment 

Provide your overall impression and give the appropriate assessment. Explain how you
reached your assessment, how the client’s symptoms were presented etc. 

4. intervention 

Here you will explain what methods you used to bring down the SUD or understand the
problem at a deeper level. For example:

l Full EFT routine (Full Basic Recipe)

l Movie Technique

l Tell the Story

l Fears & Phobias

l Limiting Beliefs

l Key Word

l Use of Questions
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l Flexible Language

l inner Child

l Archetypes/Shadow/Parts

l Role of love and forgiveness

l Describe some (not all) set up phrases that were used. “Even though…..etc” .

5. outcome 

The outcome of the session need not necessarily be a successful one – especially as you will
only be conducting a few sessions. The important factor is how you demonstrate the
techniques and skills you’ve been taught and your judgement in selecting which ones to
use at which times during a session. 

An example of a successful outcome may be measured by achieving the client’s goal (say
being able to fly on a plane) or reducing their levels of anxiety and maintaining that level
when they return for their next session. An unsuccessful outcome may well be your
greatest teaching moment; please describe what was learned from the session and what
will be done differently in similar circumstances.’ (See Section 6 for more on this.) 

6. Post Session Review 

At the end of each session jot down brief notes which will enable you to write detailed
notes later for your records and give yourself time for self-reflection. 

l How did i do? 

l What could i have done better? 

l What could i have used more of? 

l Where did it work well? 

l What was getting in the way and what was the reason for this? 

l What  i learned as a Practitioner, about the process and about the client?

Guidance on Marking Case Studies 
When marking a student’s case studies, a Trainer will be critically evaluating it to see if you
have grasped what you have been taught during the training course(s). They will be looking to
see if you are demonstrating the knowledge, skills and competences required to be certified
at the relevant level. 

in writing a case study you will be demonstrating some (and not necessarily all) of the
following: 

l identifying the particular feeling, memory, belief or situation that is a problem for the client 

l Agreeing on the goals/desired outcome

l introducing any safety techniques

l Deciding on the EFT techniques to be used 

l indicating what phrases you used to bring about a change in the SUD level

l Ability to establish boundaries 

l Knowledge and understanding of principles, theories and techniques of EFT 
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l How you explained EFT to the client and how you initially demonstrated it to them

l How you isolated issues to be worked

l if PR was present and if so how it was neutralised. What set-up affirmations were used and
how you decided what words to use

l The reminder phrases that were used

l Which points were tapped – a full sequence or shortcuts

l The methods used to address the issues and why these were chosen

l How far the issue was resolved, and how this was assessed

l if partial resolution of an issue occurred, what you did next 

l What testing methods you used 

l Whether there were any shifts of aspect or issue

l Whether there were any cognitive shifts

l Which questions were asked to reach deeper levels of issues

l How affirmations were framed and reframed

The Trainer will need to be assured that you know when and how to ask appropriate questions
to reduce the SUD scale and bring about a cognitive shift. How well you understood the
client’s presenting issues and how to handle any abreactions or overwhelms. They will be
establishing whether you are able to build rapport with the client, how you handled an
abreaction, shifting aspects etc. 

if needed make notes during the session as a reminder or ask permission to record the session
and write more notes immediately after the session.

if you have any questions, consult with your Trainer/Supervisor. 

Please note that we are asking for 3 case studies with 4 sessions for Practitioner level, which
can include 1 case study working on the self (4 sessions). At Advanced Practitioner level we
are asking for 3 case studies (3 sessions each) and 1 practice review. EFT Level 3 case studies
must be of a higher standard and from complex sessions. These are the minimum
requirements but emphasis is on ‘quality’ and not ’quantity’. Trainers will be seeking to
establish your knowledge and application of advanced EFT techniques. 

Skills That Your Trainer Will Be Looking For at Practitioner 
or Advanced Practitioner Candidate Level
Example: 

l Questioning skills 
− What does that feeling remind you of? 
− Where do you feel that right now? 
− What SUDs level is it? 

l How is the Practitioner getting the information? 
− is the client’s body language being noticed? 
− Are appropriate listening skills being used? 

l is the Practitioner keeping the client safe by 
− not contaminating the client’s words 
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− Utilising any safety techniques 
− Being respectful of the client in all ways 
− Being non-judgemental. 
− Being aware of anything they were triggered by during the session 
− Explaining what the client feels now is a trigger and not what is happening now. 

l Does the Practitioner notice any projections or counter transferences taking place? 

l is the Practitioner using a variety of measurement tools (SUD, vOC etc)? 

l is the Practitioner fully aware of ‘aspects’? 

l is the Practitioner moving with each aspect as it comes up but remembering to go back to
the original aspect to check it’s been cleared?

l is the Practitioner being specific enough? 

l is the Practitioner going with the client and their beliefs or are they putting on their own
interpretations? 

l is the Practitioner testing sufficiently to establish if the emotion has been neutralised? 

l is the Practitioner being ‘present’ at all times in the session giving their client full connection
and focus? 

l is the Practitioner being aware of the ‘clock’ time and 10 minutes from the end mentioning
there is 10 minutes left in order to prepare the client’s subconscious and avoid any new
issues arising? 

l Were issues isolated? 

l How was the issue resolved? 

l if there was partial resolution, what did the Practitioner do next? 

l Were there any cognitive shifts? 

l What techniques were used (use the skills appropriate to the client session – which can vary
session by session).  For example EFT level 2 skills are:
− Tell the story 
− Continuous tapping 
− Movie technique 
− Tearless trauma 
− Aspects uncovered 
− Limiting beliefs 
− Rambling language 
− Sneaking up on a problem 
− Key word approach 
− Specific questions or techniques used to get to the core issue 
− Argument tapping 
− Surrogate tapping 
− Reframes 
− Rapport building 
− Preparing intake/consultation form 
− Explanation about EFT and its effects 
− Observation of client state 
− Use of measurement tools 
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Recommended Session Times 
All session times should be limited to no more than 1hr 15mins. First sessions usually include a
consultation so add another 20-30mins approximately for this. 

Information on the Case Study Requirements for Practitioner
Level
Students are required to submit a minimum of  3 case studies (including one on the self ) with
an average of 4 x 1 hour session per case study (min 12hrs total). So 2 clients with 4 sessions
each and a set of 4 sessions on self. You also have the option to replace the sessions on self
with a client. in the event your clients improve sooner you will still need to submit additional
sessions on other clients, submitting 12 sessions in total. 

Notes 
l The Case Studies must be of a standard that demonstrates knowledge, skills and

competence at the relevant Practitioner level. 

l if you have any questions around Case Studies, please contact your Trainer 

l All Case Studies are to be submitted to your Trainer within 12 months (EFT Level 2) of
attending the relevant training course or the date on the attendance certificate. if there are
any problems in this area, first speak with your Trainer. 

l Your Trainer has the discretion to ask for these sessions to be submitted in one or more
formats (ie written, recorded, filmed). 

l Written case studies should follow the format included in this guidance. 

l The studies should demonstrate an in-depth exploration of issues and competent use of EFT
techniques. One session can be on your own issues. 

l Multiple issues and physical and emotional issues may occur in the same session. it is not
necessary for a session to be successful: You can sometimes learn a great deal from
analysing what didn’t go so well. it is perfectly satisfactory to present a session in which you
did not achieve complete resolution of the issues. 

Informed Consent 
Please obtain consent from the other person to use any written or recorded material from the
session in your case study before you begin. 

inform them that you are learning EFT and that you will need to submit your notes for
assessment to establish your competence. Reassure them of complete confidentiality at all
times and that their real identity or any circumstances which might identify them will not be
included. 
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Record of EFT Case Study Sessions for *Practitioner Level
(*delete which not applicable) 
name of EFT student

Date of session

Client iD

gender

Case Study no

Session no

l Each session should include how you got to the core issue, what techniques were used and
how the SUD rating changed. 

l What set up phrases were used etc 

l if you have any testimonials, please include them. 

background information

Description of the Presenting Problem 

Assessment 

Explanation 

Desired goal or Change wanted

intervention 

outcome 

Future planning 

Post Session Review 

Sample Case Study at Practitioner Level 
name of EFT Student: Ann Smith 

Date of Session: 16/5/2013 

Client iD and gender: gR(Female) 

Total no of Sessions to Date: 5/10 

background information: Refer to intake form attached

Description of Presenting Problem: gR sent an email asking for an appointment. in her email
she said: “i am suffering from the loss of my mum, she died very suddenly in January at only 64
years of age. She was everything to me as i’ve been a single parent for 10 years. i can’t get over
it. She helped me through my divorce and has continually helped me with the bringing up of
my children, who are now 14 and 11. She played a major role in my life. i now find myself very
alone. i also worry about my dad and how he is coping. He comes to see me often and most of
the time he keeps on talking about how lonely he is. “ 

Assessment: When gR came for her first appointment she was very calm. We talked for a while
about her relationship with her mother and her father. i noted that gR had additional issues
apart from the ones mentioned in her e-mail. These included: 
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l Resentment that gR’s father was so selfish about his loneliness and doesn’t appear
concerned with how much gR misses her mother. 

l Feelings of guilt that gR couldn’t help her father. 

l A weight problem. 

l gR feels lonely even when she is with friends. 

l Low self-esteem. 

Desired goal or Change wanted: gR wanted to:

l Lower stress/distress 

l improve her low self esteem 

l Enhance and modify her current coping strategies 

Explanation: i explained to her i was an EFT student and that i would need her permission to
use her case study for my trainer but her personal details would remain confidential. i
explained briefly that EFT was like acupuncture but without needles and that it can reduce
emotional intensity of a bad memory simply by tapping. i talked about the effects of EFT
(tingling, light headed, wanting to yawn etc) and to stop me if she felt too overwhelmed. i told
her to correct me if i used any words that didn’t fit with her truths. i showed her the tapping
points on myself and asked if it was OK for me to tap on her. 

i also explained that in each session we would focus based on what gR wanted and that a
number of sessions may be needed to work on all the different areas. 

intervention: We then had a discussion about her issues and i asked gR which of those issues
would she like me to help her with today. She felt that she would like to work on the death of
her mother and her resentment and guilt of her father. 

i suggested using the Movie Technique for the events. The movie lasted a whole day, she said,
but i asked her how many ‘Big Emotion’ scenes there were, and she said 3. These scenes lasted
only a few minutes each. So i said we would concentrate on these short scenes. 

At that point she was becoming emotional, and i could see she was going to cry. i guessed her
SUD level was in the region of 8. So i tapped her KC point and told her to say.. “Even though
i’m overwhelmed with emotion right now… i want to remain calm.” Then i tapped on the
sequence (no fingers or gamut) saying “this emotional overwhelm”, “i’m so overwhelmed just
thinking of it”, “i feel so emotional”. 

gR then started to relate the first scene in the movie. What happened was gR’s mother
complained she was tired and gR was short with her. 

The first emotional crescendo happened as gR said “She said she felt tired”. i could see her
breathing became rapid and her face flushed. 

gR said her SUDS level was 9. 

i tapped on the KC saying “she said she felt tired but this is just a memory”.

Tapped on Sequence approx two rounds saying: “she said she felt tired” but SUD not going
down. 

i asked her where she felt this in her body and she said in her chest that it was tight. So i
tapped the KC “i have this tightness in my chest saying those words ‘she said she felt tired’”. 
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Sequence: “Tightness in chest at those words”. i asked her to focus on the word ‘tightness’ SUD
not going down much. 

i decided to reintroduce a set up phrase as the SUD was not going down. 

“Even though mum collapsed in the street, and it gave me a fright, and i didn’t know what to
do, i deeply and completely love and accept myself, and i forgive myself and anyone else that
might have contributed to this, and even though i feel i should have known, and i feel
responsible for her death because i didn’t pay enough attention when she said she was tired, i
know that i am only human and i can’t know everything and she has said she was tired many
times before and how was i to know the difference this time” (i probably said a whole lot more
but i can’t remember exactly what i said because its difficult to remember it all). 

We then tapped 2 rounds on “She collapsed in the street” SUDS to zero. 

Then i asked her to say a number of things so that i could check that i had got rid of all the
emotional intensity. i got her to repeat the following phrases and rate how true they were: 

“i feel guilty about mums death” – not true 

“it was my fault she died” – not true 

“i could have saved her”. She said.. “Well, maybe…” 

So we tapped on “i could have saved her” 

i asked her to repeat it again, she said. “Perhaps i could have saved her, but i will never know”
She seemed unconcerned so i left it at that. At that point i asked if she wanted to continue but
she said she felt so much better and there was no tightness in her chest so we turned to her
thoughts about her father. 

She explained to me how he was, feeling lonely, crying, etc. and the way he never seemed
concerned about HER feelings. 

i decided to tap on the whole thing. SUDS were 8. 

So i did a long rambling setup with her, tapping on the KC point the whole time. 

“Even though i feel guilty that i resent my father for his behaviour, and i think i shouldn’t feel
like this, i accept myself, deeply and completely, and i love myself too…“ i can’t remember
what else i put in the setup but i moved her towards the thought that her father was acting in
the only way he knew how, the forgiveness of herself, and the forgiveness of her father. 

We tapped on “Feeling guilty about dad.” SUDS went to 3. 

Tapped on “Remaining guilt about dad”. She said that she didn’t feel at all guilty (and looked
surprised!).

At that time, our hour was up and she had to go because she had to pick up her grandson. i
gave her a sheet with the EFT tapping points on for her to practice on. 

outcome: At the end of the session gR reported that she felt a big weight had been lifted. i
asked her to revisit the memories and her feelings of guilt. She reported these were not
bothering her any more. 

Future Planning: none necessary. We booked another appointment for a week’s time. 

On Thursday i received this email: “Thank you so much for Thursday night, i truly felt better as
the evening went on. next day i had the feeling, ‘i didn’t know why i bothered you”.” 
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A couple of times when i've spoke to my Dad, since Thursday night i have found myself
getting a little upset but by the time the conversation finished i was in a relaxed state.” 

Post Session Review: i realised i need to keep more focused as gR does tend to switch aspects
quite quickly. i will remember with other clients to watch the time in future and bring the
session to a close by ending with a nice positive round of tapping. i learned to be present for
the client and take it step by step. 

n Next Steps

l Complete your case studies

l Submit the multiple choice test

l Book a supervision session or join a group teleclass to help yourself to continually grow (see
below)

l Find a buddy to work with regularly and swap sessions

l if needed, book a one-to-one session with an Advanced Level Practitioner 

l Consider the Level 3 workshop which includes inner Child Matrix Re-imprinting work (see
www.vitality-living.com for details of Level 3 training).

Supervision/Mentoring 
We recommend at least one supervision session a month for all practitioners. it is a
requirement for those who will be working with clients regularly. During supervision we tap
away issues arising during sessions, discuss case studies, answer questions about setting up a
private practice and work through any challenges or blocks arising. Supervision sessions may
be one-to-one or as part of a teleclass. 
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AUTHOR CONTACT DETAILS
Dr Rangana Rupavi Choudhuri (PhD), AAMET Master
Trainer of Trainers and Master EFT Supervisor and
Mentor

Email: help@vitalitylivingcollege.info

Website: http://vitalitylivingcollege.info/

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/vitalityLivingCollege/

Phone (UK): +447780029133 

Phone (india): +919920454749

What's App: +919820974625

Skype: vitality Living College/vlcindia

ABOUT VITALITY LIVING COLLEGE EFT TRAINERS
Your trainer has been through the highest level of training and was personally
trained by Master Trainer of Trainers, Dr Rangana Rupavi Choudhuri (PhD). They have
completed training in EFT Practitioner, Matrix Reimprinting, EFT Advanced
Practitioner, Breakthrough Coaching with nLP, Hypnosis and Timeline Technology as
well as EFT Trainer’s Training and they keep their skills refreshed by completing
annual supervision hours. They are an Ambassador for EFT and abide by the vitality
Living College Practitioner, Trainer and Coach code of conduct as well as mandatory
Continuing Professional Development (CPD) and mentoring hours. 

About Vitality Living College
vitality Living College was formed in 2007 and is a member of the vitality group Companies. it is the only global
therapeutic skills and coach training college that:

l Teaches therapeutic and coaching skills to create for health and wellness, peak performance and spiritual development

l Mentors coaches, practitioners and trainers to be successful with clients and in building their business

l Takes delegates through a step-by-step approach from foundational courses to more advanced techniques

l Brings the latest advanced techniques in peak performance, health and spiritual development for the first time in india

l Uses accelerated learning techniques and experiential learning to enable you to use the skills learnt straight-away

l Trains, mentors and empowers professionals, leaders, business owners, therapists, coaches, students and consultants to
boost their life, work, relationships and well-being

it is a unique college that is committed to training and development empowering all its delegates, coaches and trainers
to reach their highest potential effortlessly and easily. 

www.vitalitylivingcollege.info 
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Your Worth
Do not undermine your worth

by comparing yourself with others.

it is because we are different that

each of us is special.

Do not set your goals by what other

people deem important. Only you

know what is best for you.

Do not take for granted the

things closest to your heart.

Cling to them as you would your life,

for without them, life is meaningless.

Do not let your life slip through your

fingers by living in the past nor for the future.

By living your life one day at a time,

you live all the days of your life.

Do not give up when you have something to give.

nothing is really over until the moment you

stop trying. it is a fragile thread that binds us

to each other.

Do not be afraid to encounter risks.

it is by taking chances that we learn

how to be brave.

Do not shut love out of your life

by saying it is impossible to find.

The quickest way to receive love is to give love.

The fastest way to lose love is to hold it too tightly.

Do not dismiss your dreams.

To be without dreams is to be without hope.

To be without hope is to be without purpose.

Do not run through life so fast that you

forget not only where you have been

but also where you are going.

Life is not a race but a journey

to be savoured each step of the way.

Author unknown


